AGENDA – REVISED 3/30/2015

All agenda items are for Discussion and Possible Action.

Public Comment Policy: Members of the public may speak on any items on the Agenda and items not on the Agenda during the initial Public Comment period. Members of the public may also comment on any item listed on the agenda as the item is taken up. Members of the public may not speak more than once on any given item. The Chair may limit public comments to 3 minutes or less.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

1. Roll Call
2. Agenda Approval
3. Welcome new Commissioner Jill Martinucci, District 1
4. Public Comment
5. Approval of the March 5, 2015 Draft Meeting Minutes (Attachment 1)
6. Approval of the March 11, 2015 Draft Meeting Minutes (Attachment 2)

UPDATES / ACTION ITEMS

7. Public Hearing on Applications to the Housing Trust Fund 2015 Request for Proposals – (Attachment 3)
8. Proposed Extension of the Affordable Housing Impact Fee Discount – Bren Darrow (Attachment 8)
9. Request for City Council to Waive Permit Fees for Projects Funded by CDBG – Alejandro Soto-Vigil (Attachment 4)
10. Request for City Council to Reconsider Removing the Special Assessment Lien Placed on 1722 9th Street – Alejandro Soto-Vigil (Attachment 5)
   Resolution No. 65,749–N.S:
   http://www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/recordsonline/export/13586780.pdf
11. Request the City Council to Consider Funding the Compassionate Solutions Proposal Prior to Passing New Laws Prohibiting Homelessness – Alejandro Soto-Vigil (Attachment 6)
12. Subcommittee Reports –
   (a) Affordable Housing Supply – Marian Wolfe (Attachment 7)
   (b) Housing Trust Fund – Amy Davidson
13. **Update on Council Items – All/Staff**

14. **Future Items**

   (a) Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice - *May*
   
   (b) Request for Information on Housing at the Berkeley Marina – *invited staff from Parks, Recreation, and Waterfront - May*
   
   (c) Form Joint Subcommittee on Density Bonus and Invite Planning Commission and ZAB to Identify Members – *Igor Tregub*
   
   (d) Presentation from Planning Department staff on Density Bonus – *May or June*
   

15. **Announcements**

   (a) April 7, 2015: Public Comment and Council Discussion on Significant Community Benefits for New Tall Buildings in the Downtown

16. **Adjourn**

### ATTACHMENTS

1. Draft March 5, 2015 Meeting Minutes
2. Draft March 11, 2015, Meeting Minutes
3. Housing Trust Fund RFP 2015: Applications Received
4. Request for City Council to Waive Permit Fees for Projects Funded by CDBG
5. Request for City Council to Reconsider Removing the Special Assessment Lien Placed on 1722 9th Street
6. Request the City Council to Consider Funding the Compassionate Solutions Proposal Prior to Passing New Laws Prohibiting Homelessness (exhibits 1-3)
7. Action Minutes from Affordable Housing Subcommittee Meeting March 20, 2015
8. Proposed Extension of the Affordable Housing Impact Fee Discount

*Written material* may be viewed in advance of the meeting at the Housing Department, 2180 Milvia Street, 2nd Floor, during working hours or at the Berkeley Public Library, Shattuck/Kittredge Streets, during regular library hours at the Reference Desk.

*Accommodations Provided Upon Request.* To request a disability-related accommodation(s) to participate in the meeting, including auxiliary aids or services, please contact the Disability Services specialist at 981-6342 (V) or 981-6345 (TDD) at least three business days before the meeting date. Providing at least three working days’ notice will help to ensure availability at the meeting.

Communications to Berkeley boards, commissions or committees are public record and will become part of the City’s electronic records, which are accessible through the City’s website. Please note: *e-mail addresses, names, addresses, and other contact information are not required, but if included in any communication to a City board, commission or committee, will become part of the public record.* If you do not want your e-mail address or any other contact information to be made public, you may deliver communications via U.S. Postal Service or in person to the secretary of the relevant board, commission or committee. If you do not want your contact information included in the public record, please do not include that information in your communication. Please contact the secretary to the relevant board, commission or committee for further information.
HOUSING ADVISORY COMMISSION
Regular Meeting
Thursday, March 5, 2015

Time: 7:02 p.m. South Berkeley Senior Center
2939 Ellis Street – Berkeley
Secretary – Amy Davidson, (510) 981-5406

DRAFT MINUTES

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

1. Roll Call

2. Agenda Approval
   The agenda was adopted with changes to the sequence of items 7 through 10 to be 9, 7, 10, 8. Item 13 was postponed to the March 11, 2015 meeting and item 15 was moved to the April meeting. (M/S/C: Tregub/Magofna. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, Tregub, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

3. Welcome New Commissioner Kate Gordon, District 8
   Commissioner Kate Gordon was welcomed to the HAC. Commissioner Gordon is a climate and energy policy advocate, and was appointed by Councilmember Droste.

4. Public Comment
   Edith Monk Halberg expressed concern about affordable housing for seniors and the impact of development on the City.

   Gregory Harper expressed concerns about property management issues at William Byron Rumford Sr. Plaza and providing home rehabilitation assistance through CDBG to properties with histories of negative behaviors.

   Judy Shelton said she represented the Committee to Save the Landmark Shattuck, and encouraged a minimum requirement of 20% inclusionary housing for lower income households.

   Marianne Sluis spoke in support of more affordable housing and public benefits related to 2211 Harold Way, and encouraged the HAC to review the state density bonus program.
Sharon Maldonado recommended a minimum inclusionary requirement of 20% affordable units on new development.

5. Approval of January 14, 2015 Meeting Minutes

6. Approval of February 5, 2015 Meeting Minutes
Motion to approve the February 5, 2015 Meeting Minutes passed with the condition that the heading reading December 2014 be corrected to read February 2015. (M/S/C: Soto-Vigil/Magofna. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, Tregub, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

UPDATES / ACTION ITEMS
Alex Roshal, the Building Official, introduced himself. Gregory Daniel, Code Enforcement Supervisor, described the investigation process and findings. The appellant was not present.

Ben Mahrer spoke regarding the applicability of the Relocation Ordinance and the Rent Stabilization Board staff’s interpretation of related issues. James Chang expressed concerns regarding the Notice, including the timing, potential impact on student residents, and documentation provided.

Motion to accept the staff recommendation and reject the appeal was moved and seconded (Drake/Abramson). A substitute motion was moved, seconded, and carried to accept the staff recommendation and deny the appeal, adding “Staff shall ensure that the City of Berkeley’s Relocation Ordinance is followed if applicable.” (M/S/C: Tregub/Wolfe. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Gordon, Magofna, Skjerping, Tregub, and Wolfe. Noes: Soto-Vigil. Abstain: Drake.)

8. Draft Consolidated Plan

9. Commission on Aging report on Annual meetings of Commission Appointees
Edith Monk Halberg spoke on COA’s recommendation requiring the Mayor and all Councilmembers to meet with their COA representatives on a yearly basis. A motion to support the Commission on Aging’s recommendation for all City Council members and the Mayor to hold annual working meetings that gather together their appointed Commission members was passed. (M/S/C: Tregub/Wolfe. Ayes: Abramson,

10. **Draft Memo on Public Benefits in High Rise Development**
   Commissioner Tregub recused himself because he is a member of the Zoning Adjustment Board. After discussion, Commissioner Wolfe agreed to revise the memo for the March 11 meeting.

11. **Additional Members for the CDBG and/or Affordable Housing Supply Subcommittee**
   Commissioner Tregub nominated Commissioner Abramson for the Affordable Housing Supply Subcommittee. Commissioner Soto-Vigil nominated Commissioner Gordon for the same. Commissioner Darrow stepped down from the Affordable Housing Supply Subcommittee, and Commissioners Abramson and Gordon were welcomed as new members. No new members were selected for the CDBG Subcommittee, as that group will not meet again for a year.

12. **Subcommittee Reports**
   a. Affordable Housing Supply

   b. CDBG – Commissioner Magofna reviewed the subcommittee’s CDBG funding recommendations. The Commission will take action on these March 11.

   c. Housing Trust Fund

13. **Update on Council Items**
   There were no updates to report.

14. **Future Items**
   a. Request for City Council to Waive Permit Fees for Projects Funded by CDBG (3/11/2015)

   b. Request for City Council to Reconsider Removing the Special Assessment Lien Placed on 1722 9th Street (4/2/2015)

   c. Request for Information on Housing at the Berkeley Marina

15. **Announcements**

16. **Adjourn**
   Meeting adjourned at 9:13 p.m. (M/S/C: Drake/Skjerping. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, Tregub, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None. Absent None.)

Approved on DATE, 2015

________________________, Amy Davidson, Secretary
DRAFT MINUTES

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

1. Roll Call
Commissioners Present: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer (substitute for Tregub), Skjerping, Soto-Vigil (7:20 p.m.), and Wolfe.

Commissioners Absent: Tregub (excused).

Staff Present: Davidson, Lee, and Tran.

Members of the public in attendance: 17

Public Speakers: 8

2. Agenda Approval
Motion to approve agenda passed. (M/S/C: Soto-Vigil/Drake. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

3. Public Comment
Victor Mavedzenge and Faith Fuller spoke about Youth Spirit Artworks, a local nonprofit organization that serves 175 under-privileged youths. Faith Fuller talked about the ADA accessibility of their facility.

The following speakers are residents or neighbors of the William Byron Rumford (WBR) Plaza: Willie Phillips, George Y. Pearson, Michele Ferrell, Chanelle, and Richard Williams. They stated their belief that the property is safe and disagreed with the letter submitted by their neighbor Gregory Harper (Attachment 9).

Gregory Harper summarized his letter and explained why he believes WBR requires more oversight by the property manager.

CONSENT CALENDAR

4. Affordable Housing Supply Subcommittee Membership
Chair Darrow agreed to replace Commissioner Tregub on the Affordable Housing Supply Subcommittee.
5. **Community Input and Discussion of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice**

Stephanie Hagar and Janet Smith-Heimer from BAE Urban Economics presented their Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing Choice in Berkeley. Angela Cavanaugh, from Satellite Affordable Housing Associates (SAHA), asked that the AI provide specific information to assist SAHA in doing a better job. A draft of the AI will be available at the April meeting.

6. **Subcommittee Reports**

   (a) **Affordable Housing Supply – Public Benefits for Two Proposed Downtown High Rises**
   
   Subcommittee members decided to hold their next meet on March 20th at 4 p.m. A motion was made to approve a memo to the Berkeley City Council, Planning Commission, and Zoning Adjustments Board regarding the public benefits for the two proposed downtown high rises with a friendly amendment from Commissioner Soto-Vigil to remove the phrase “if financially feasible” in the third paragraph.
   
   Commissioner Wolfe proposed a friendly amendment to increase the affordability level from 80% AMI to 100% and retain the “if financially feasible phrase.” (M/S/C: Soto-Vigil/Mahrer. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

   (b) **CDBG – Recommendations for CDBG Funding for FY 2015**
   
   Kristen Lee announced the City Manager approved the subcommittee’s recommendations. A motion was moved, seconded, and carried to approve the CDBG subcommittee’s recommendations for CDBG funding for FY2015. (M/S/C: Soto-Vigil/Drake. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

   (c) **Housing Trust Fund**

7. **Community Environmental Advisory Commission (CEAC) report on Lead Prevention and Control**


8. **Request for City Council to Waive Permit Fees for Projects Funded by CDBG**

   Item moved to next meeting.

9. **Request for Information on Housing at the Berkeley Marina**

   Motion to adopt the recommendation to request for more information from the Parks, Recreation, and Waterfront Department by May. (M/S/C: Drake/Soto-Vigil. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.)

10. **Update on Council Items**

    Commissioner Soto-Vigil announced item #19 [Berkeley's Community Commercial](#)
Sidewalks and Public Spaces on the March 17 Council agenda as being of interest to the HAC.

11. Future Items
   (a) Form Joint Subcommittee on Density Bonus and Invite Planning Commission and ZAB to Identify Members

   (b) Community Emergency Response Training for Multi-unit Residential Buildings and Emergency Cache Program Tailored to the Needs of Large Multi-unit Residential Buildings

   (c) Request for City Council to Reconsider Removing the Special Assessment Lien Placed on 1722 9th Street

12. Announcements

13. Adjourn
    Motion made to adjourn the meeting. (M/S/C: Wolfe/Mahrer. Ayes: Abramson, Darrow, Drake, Gordon, Magofna, Mahrer, Skjerping, Soto-Vigil, and Wolfe. Noes: None. Abstain: None.) Meeting adjourned at 9:11 p.m.

Approved on DATE, 2015

___________________________, Amy Davidson, Secretary
MEMORANDUM

To: Housing Advisory Commission, Planning Commission, Zoning Adjustments Board, and Commission on Disability

From: Amy Davidson, Senior Community Development Project Coordinator

Date: March 18, 2015

Subject: Housing Trust Fund RFP 2015: Applications Received

On February 2, 2015, the Housing and Community Services (HCS) Division released a Request for Proposals for its Housing Trust Fund program, which provides loans for the development of housing affordable to low income households. By the March 16, 2015 deadline, the City received four applications.

As required by the Housing Trust Fund Guidelines, HCS is providing the Commissions named above with a summary of the projects received. Complete copies of applications will be available for public review at the Downtown Library and at HCS offices at the address below.

A public hearing will be held on the applications received on April 2, 2015 in front of the Housing Advisory Commission (HAC), at 7:00 pm at the South Berkeley Senior Center at 2939 Ellis Street.

The HAC is expected to consider making funding recommendations for City Council at its May 7, 2015 meeting.
Summary of Applications Received

Project: **NCLT Scattered Site Rental Rehab and Energy Efficiency Upgrade**

Sponsor: Northern California Land Trust (NCLT)

Addresses: 1340 Blake St., 2207 Haste St., 2425 California St., 3011 Shattuck St.

Amount Requested: $500,000

Activity Proposed: Rehabilitate 23 affordable units in four properties to increase energy efficiency and preserve or replace building systems. Proposed scope of work includes replacing windows and doors, upgrading plumbing, HVAC and lighting for efficiency, updating bathrooms and kitchens, exterior repair/repaint, and landscape upgrades.

Target Population: Current targeting includes 8 units for people with dual diagnosis.

Project: **Grayson Street Apartments**

Sponsor: Satellite Affordable Housing Associates (SAHA)

Address: 2748 San Pablo Ave.

Amount Requested: $1,000,000

Activity Proposed: Demolish existing building and construct 23 one- and two-bedroom affordable apartments with a 13-space parking garage and ground floor retail. (Use Permit approved October 2007, modified July 2014)

Target Population: Includes 3 units for people living with HIV/AIDS and 14 units for people with disabilities (as defined by the State of California’s Low Income Housing Tax Credit program).
Project: **Strawberry Creek Lodge**

Sponsor: Satellite Affordable Housing Associates (SAHA)

Address: 1320 Addison St.

Amount Requested: $250,000

Activity Proposed: Complete renovations on a 150-unit senior housing development. Additional City funds are requested to address unanticipated scope items, including electrical repairs.

Target Population: Seniors

---

Project: **William Byron Rumford, Sr. Plaza**

Sponsor: Resources for Community Development

Address: 3017 Stanton St.

Amount Requested: $1,400,000

Activity Proposed: Rehabilitate the 43-unit mixed income development. The proposed scope includes the replacement of siding, stairs, and railings, and accessibility upgrades for the selected buildings.

Target Population: Families
To: Housing Advisory Commission

From: Commissioner Alejandro Soto-Vigil
Commissioner Greg Magofna

Date: April 2, 2015

Re: Permit Fees Waivers for City-Owned Building Projects Applying for Community Development Block Grant Funding

RECOMMENDATION:
Request the Council to direct the City Manager to allow permit fees waivers for city-owned building projects applying for Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Funding

BACKGROUND:
The Housing Advisory Commission participates each year in making recommendations to City Council regarding allocations of CDBG funds. It designates a CDBG Subcommittee to review and evaluate proposals and recommend projects for CDBG funding. This fiscal year the HAC reviewed proposals from January through March and made site visits to agencies requesting funding for community facility improvements and housing services.

The subcommittee examines all qualified projects that meet federal and local criteria. In examining qualified projects and proposed budgets, the current CDBG subcommittee agrees that more capital improvements can be done on facility upgrades for qualified projects if the City permanently waived permit fees for capital projects at City owned buildings.

The 2015-2016 HAC CDBG subcommittee reviewed all capital improvement proposal, which included budget proposals. Due to financial constraints, not all requests for capital improvements were granted.

Upon review and lengthy discussion of the aforementioned, the CDBG subcommittee unanimously agreed that more capital improvements could be made if the City waived its permit fees, specifically for capital improvement projects made to City owned buildings.

CONCLUSION:
The Housing Advisory Commission recommends that the City Council waive permit fees for capital improvement projects for City owned buildings that receive CDBG monies.
To: Honorable Mayor and Members of the Berkeley City Council

From: Housing Advisory Commission

Date: April 2, 2015

Re: Request that Council Reconsider Assessment Lien and Penalties for Code Violations at 1722 Ninth Street

RECOMMENDATION:
The Housing Advisory Commission (HAC) recommends that the City Council request a status report from the City Manager regarding Mr. Roberto Acala's compliance with the nuisance resolution (Resolution No. 65,749–N.S) and correction of the identified code violations for 1722 Ninth Street. If it is determined that Mr. Acala has fully complied with the nuisance resolution, the Council should consider directing the City Manager to request that the County rescind the Assessment Lien imposed and waive all outstanding fines and penalties.

BACKGROUND:
The property at 1722 Ninth Street is owned by Roberto Alcala (owner). The property is a single-story, single family home with an accessory structure in the rear.

In 1991, the owners illegally converted the accessory structure to a dwelling unit. In response to City enforcement, the owners applied for permits to convert the previous garage into a dwelling unit and that application was denied. Instead, the ZAB approved a Use Permit A1931 to convert the garage to living space. This permit required the owners to remove the illegally-constructed kitchen and dining room and the structure was only permitted to be habitable space as an accessory use for occupants of the main building.

In addition to the illegal conversion of the accessory structure, the owners also constructed the following improvements to the single-family home all without benefit of permits or inspections:
  - Converted the attic to habitable space including 2 bedrooms; and
  - Constructed an approximately 5 foot addition to the rear of the home; and
  - Constructed a dormer on the south side of the home.

In response to ongoing neighbor complaints and an investigation by the city Code Enforcement Division, staff determined that illegal construction had occurred at 1722 Ninth Street without required permits and that illegal behavior by occupants and visitors at the subject property created a public nuisance. ZAB voted to determine that the property was a nuisance and the City Council on May 29, 2012, adopted Resolution No. 65,729-N.S. declaring that 1722 Ninth...
Street is a public nuisance and imposed a series of conditions relating to behavior by occupants and to either legalize or demolish illegal additions and construction at the property.

Specifically, Resolution No. 65,749-N.S. required the owners to obtain building permits to remove the illegal construction by August 1, 2012 and complete all work by September 17, 2012. Resolution No. 65,749-N.S. also imposed a $500 per violation fine for failure to comply with any of the conditions imposed.

In response to the nuisance determination, Mr. Acala sought stay away orders for family members and individuals who engaged in illegal or disruptive behavior and started the process of applying for permits to correct the code violations.

Due to limited financial resources he was unable to hire a contractor and performed the demolition and construction work himself, with the help of friends. Given his low income status and his lack of detailed knowledge of the permitting process he sought to get permits and help from the Building and Safety division to complete the work. There were several delays in him getting permits which delayed his ability to start the remedial work. In addition the fact that he was a low income home owner meant that he had limited financial resources to pay for construction materials.

He sought earnestly to get required permits and to start construction, however he was unable due to all of these factors to complete the work within the timeline set forth in the nuisance resolution. As such fines accrued rapidly. Mr. Acala appealed one set of penalties in the amount of $12,500. However other penalties were not appealed and were imposed as an assessment lien on his tax bill. The total amount of outstanding penalties is $86,917.33.

On June 4, 2013, the City Council considered Mr. Acala’s appeal of the imposition of a special assessment lien for one set of penalties in the amount of $12,500.

During the Council’s discussion, it was learned that Mr. Acala had received most of his required building permits and had started construction to remove the illegal work. Council discussed whether to impose the lien or give Mr. Acala more time to complete the work now that he has started, rather than imposing more fines. Several Council members including Mayor Bates stated that while they will go ahead and impose the assessment lien that they are willing to reconsider at a future date to direct the City Manager to remove the Assessment Lien and waive any remaining penalties.

On July 23, 2013, Mr. Alcala completed the remedial work on the main house under permit # 12-2361. On January 2, 2014, Mr. Alcala completed remedial work on the accessory building under permit # 12-804. Upon completion of these two remediations, Mr. Alcala has fully complied with Council Resolution No. 65,749-N.S.

In addition, to our knowledge there has been no reported illegal activity or violations of other conditions of the nuisance resolution.
The purpose of code violation citations is to ensure compliance. Mr. Acala has fully complied with the terms of the nuisance resolution and as such should be considered for relief from the enormous amount of penalties he owes to the City.

Mr. Acala as a single (his wife recently passed away) low income homeowner does not have the financial resources to pay the $86,917.33 in outstanding penalties. If he is unable to pay he will be forced to sell his house, or the County will sell it without his consent within 5 years. Mr. Acala has addressed the problems that led to the nuisance decision, and having been chastened should not be forced into homelessness because of the large amount of outstanding fines.

Consistent with the clear interest of Council members to reconsider the assessment lien and penalties if Mr. Acala completes the work, this item requests that Council reconsider the outstanding penalties given Mr. Acala’s completion of the remedial work.

CURRENT SITUATION AND EFFECTS:
Roberto Alcala’s 2014-2015 taxes are $3,600.34. However, due to the fines placed by the City of Berkeley Code Enforcement division, his taxes for 2013-20014 cycle is is $86,917.33. Without the $83,807.51 in City of Berkeley fines, his taxes would be 3,109.82.

According to the Alameda County Treasurer-Tax Collector, the City originally placed a $69,000 Special Assessment Lien on 1722 9th Street. If unable to pay, state law requires Alameda County to place 1.5 percent interest per month for a total of 18 percent interest per year. There is an option to pay in installments, however, a 20% payment is required with the remainder paid in 5 or less installments. If no payment is made in 5 years, the property is seized and sold at auction.

CONTACT PERSONS:
Brendan Darrow, Chair, Housing Advisory Commission
Amy Davidson, Secretary, Housing Advisory Commission, HHCS (510) 981-5406
To:       Members of the Housing Advisory Commission

From:    Commissioner Alejandro Soto-Vigil
         Commissioner Igor Tregub

Date:    April 2, 2015

Re:   Request to the City Council to Implement Recommendations in the
      Compassionate Solutions City Council Proposal that Generate and Fund
      Housing Opportunities

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Housing Advisory Commission (HAC) request of the City Council to implement
the recommendations in the Compassionate Solutions City Council Proposal dated
March 17, 2015 that would generate and seek funding for housing opportunities. These
recommendations include, but not limited to, the following items:

10. Study the feasibility of acquiring additional SRO housing or vacant rental
properties to provide transition and permanent housing for the homeless.

12. Prioritize housing funds (federal funds and Housing Trust Fund) for transitional
and permanent supportive housing, with particular emphasis for chronic
homeless and transition age youth populations.

BACKGROUND:
On March 17, 2015, the Berkeley City Council heard two competing items on how to
deal with homelessness in the Downtown. Councilmember Linda Maio proposed an
item titled “Berkeley’s Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces.” The
recommendation included the 11 items shown below:

1. Ordinance preventing panhandling within 10 feet of a parking pay station (akin to
our ATM ordinance).

2. Review ordinances other cities use to address public urination/defecation and
return with recommendations for implementation; ensure public restrooms are
available and well publicized. Involve BART in exploring possible locations.

3. Ordinance preventing the placement of personal objects in planters, tree wells, or
within 3 feet of a tree well.

4. Ordinance preventing lying on planter walls or inside of planters.

5. Ordinance preventing deployment of bedding, tenting, sleeping pads, mattresses,
blankets, etc. on sidewalks and plazas from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
6. Ordinance preventing personal items from being affixed to public fixtures including poles, bike racks (except bikes), planters, trees, tree guards, newspaper racks, parking meters and pay stations. Pet leashes exempt only as not prohibited in BMC 10.12.110.

7. Ordinance preventing unpermitted cooking on public sidewalks.

8. Survey business districts to determine adequacy of enforcement of current ordinances; develop an action plan for consistent enforcement as needed.

9. Clarify if “no trespass” signs on private property extend to sitting against buildings.

10. Assess adequacy of six-foot right-of-way to enable sufficient pedestrian and wheelchair passage particularly in high-traffic areas.

11. Refer to the budget process extending transition-aged youth shelter hours beyond winter months.

Councilmember Jesse Arreguin submitted an alternative proposal titled “Amendment to Item 19: Berkeley’s Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces.” The recommendations it included are detailed below. Bolded are the ones related to housing that this recommendation requests for the HAC to support and recommend to the City Council for further consideration.

Discuss and refer the following to the FY 2016-2017 budget process and to the City Manager and Homeless Commission to report back to Council regarding the implementation of the following policies and programs to address homelessness in Berkeley:

1. Return to City Council with information on the feasibility and projected revenues generated from extending parking meter enforcement in the Downtown and Telegraph Avenue to 8 p.m. on Monday through Saturday, and return to Council with an ordinance to extend meter enforcement times to 8 p.m. so that revenue can be earmarked to fund the new homeless services proposed.

2. Consider hiring additional Homeless Outreach staff to provide direct outreach to homeless people living on Berkeley streets to help direct them to housing and services. (The City currently has only 1 full-time Homeless Outreach staff person).

3. Consider increasing the days and hours of the Mobile Crisis Unit.

4. Consider whether Berkeley Police require additional training regarding: interacting with the homeless and the street population, coordination with Mobile
Crisis and service providers to promote collaboration and facilitate information sharing, and regarding how to respond to people with mental illness.

5. Implement the Homeless Commission’s September 16, 2014 recommendation to provide $100,000 in annual rental subsidies for transition-age youth who are chronically homeless in Berkeley.

6. Consider contracting with a non-profit organization to provide specialized outreach to homeless transition-age youth.

7. Study keeping the Civic Center Park bathroom open 24 hours and providing additional public restrooms in the Telegraph and Downtown areas, and in other commercial districts in Berkeley.

8. Explore providing additional secure lockers and storage space for the homeless.

9. Study the feasibility of establishing short term shelter modeled after the SF Navigation Center which would provide short term housing for individuals who can’t or don’t want to access shelters because of possessions. Partners, pets, or prior negative experiences. Ideally, people will stay 3-10 days to stabilize, rest, engage in intensive case management and identify a path whether it’s housing, treatment etc.

10. Study the feasibility of acquiring additional SRO housing or vacant rental properties to provide transition and permanent housing for the homeless.

11. Explore increasing funding to provide more Shelter Plus Care vouchers and case workers to ensure that we maximize federal housing dollars coming to Berkeley.

12. Prioritize housing funds (federal funds and Housing Trust Fund) for transitional and permanent supportive housing, with particular emphasis for chronic homeless and transition age youth populations.

13. Increase General Fund allocations for existing homeless services to reverse years of funding cuts.

14. Ensure 24-access to shelters or services that offer alternatives to living on sidewalks and in public spaces. Ensure better access to services that address basic needs of homeless persons in order to reduce visible homelessness and transition people off city streets and into housing.

15. Require the issuance of a warning first before any citation or arrest is made for violation of quality of life laws (obstruction of sidewalks, too many possessions on sidewalk, 2 or more stationary dogs etc.)
16. Refer to the budget process extending transition-aged youth shelter hours beyond winter months.

Currently, the City Manager is working on creating a new ordinance which would memorialize Councilmember Maio’s council item into law. We believe that the real solution to homelessness is for the City to provide adequate funding to our most vulnerable members of society. We also believe that the City will more effectively achieve the goals of both Councilmember Maio’s and Arreguin’s proposals should it prioritize funding housing programs that can result in long-term affordable and/or supportive housing and reduce the incidences of homelessness in Berkeley.

UC Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy and the School of Law recently published a report, California’s New Vagrancy Laws: The Growing Enactment and Enforcement of Anti-Homeless Laws in the Golden State, which criticized the effectiveness of vagrancy laws. The Report had 6 key findings.

- California cities have enacted a large number of anti-homeless laws.
- The enactment of local anti-homeless laws in California has grown rapidly.
- California cities have more anti-homeless laws than other U.S. cities.
- Enforcement of anti-homeless laws is increasingly based on status, not behavior.
- California cities use a wide array of strategies to enforce anti-homeless laws.
- The enactment and enforcement of anti-homeless laws harms people and society.

We believe that the City of Berkeley and other policymakers should follow the recommendations of the Vagrancy Laws report. The report suggested “California policymakers should take the following general steps:

1. Seek a state-level solution to end the locally driven, race-to-the-bottom criminalization of homelessness.
2. Improve data collection and reporting to create accountability and measure progress towards reducing the criminalization of homelessness.
3. Align stakeholder incentives so that relevant actors are motivated to work together to house rather than criminalize homeless people.”

Attachments:
2. Councilmember Linda Maio’s March 17, 2015 - Berkeley’s Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces
3. Councilmember Jesse Arreguin’s March 17, 2015 – Amendment to Item 19 Berkeley's Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces
California’s New Vagrancy Laws
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Executive Summary

Vagrancy laws conjure up a distant past when authorities punished people without a home or permanent residence. Whether the objects of pity or scorn, vagrants could be cited or jailed under laws selectively enforced against anyone deemed undesirable. This era officially ended in 1972 when the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a municipal vagrancy statute as unconstitutionally vague in *Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville* because it “encourage[d] arbitrary and erratic arrests and convictions,” “ma[de] criminal activities which by modern standards [we]re normally innocent,” and placed “unfettered discretion […] in the hands of the Jacksonville police.”

Today’s “vagrants” are homeless people, who face growing harassment and punishment for their presence in public. Due to state and federal social and economic policies, contemporary homelessness exploded in the early 1980s and worsened during the Great Recession. More than one in five homeless people in the country lives in California, and two-thirds are unsheltered. The state legislature has done little to respond to this widespread problem, forcing municipal governments to address homelessness with local resources. Cities have responded by enacting and enforcing new vagrancy laws—a wide range of municipal codes that target homeless people.

We report findings about the increasing enactment and enforcement of anti-homeless laws in California. We collected data about California municipal laws that criminalize four categories of activity associated with homeless people: (1) standing, sitting, and resting in public places; (2) sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles; (3) begging and panhandling; and (4) food sharing. These laws are the most recent in a long line of similar efforts to keep or push out marginalized groups deemed undesirable by local authorities.

Our enactment research builds on studies conducted by the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty (“NLCHP”), which analyzed municipal anti-homeless codes in 187 cities across the United States. We analyzed a similar set of municipal codes in a sample of 58 California cities, where three-quarters of the state’s homeless people live. Our enforcement research draws on statewide arrest data aggregated by the FBI and California Department of Justice, and on detailed case studies of San Francisco, Sacramento, and San Diego.

Our key findings:

1. **California cities have enacted a large number of anti-homeless laws.**
   - The 58 cities in our study have enacted at least 500 anti-homeless laws restricting the four categories of activity noted above—nearly nine laws per city on average.
   - All 58 cities have enacted at least one law restricting daytime activities like standing, sitting, or resting in public places; 57 of the 58 cities ban at least one nighttime activity like sleeping, camping, or lodging in public places, including in vehicles.

2. **The enactment of local anti-homeless laws in California has grown rapidly.**
   - The sample California cities have enacted a majority (59 percent) of the current anti-homeless laws since 1990.
   - If present trends continue, these cities will collectively enact 11 new anti-homeless laws each year.

3. **California cities have more anti-homeless laws than other U.S. cities.**
   - Compared with other U.S. cities, California cities are substantially more likely to ban
various nighttime activities, including more than twice as likely to ban sleeping or lodging in vehicles.

- Although California cities are less likely than other U.S. cities to impose city-wide bans on loitering and begging, California cities are much more likely to ban these and other daytime activities in specified public places.

4. Enforcement of anti-homeless laws is increasingly based on status, not behavior.

- Enforcement (as evidenced by statewide arrests) of “vagrancy” laws has risen during the last two recessions and continues to rise in the wake of the Great Recession.

- Since 2000, statewide arrests for “vagrancy” offenses have increased by 77 percent, even as arrests for “drunkenness” and “disorderly conduct” have decreased by 16 percent and 48 percent, respectively, suggesting that homeless people are being punished for their status, not their behavior.

5. California cities use a wide array of strategies to enforce anti-homeless laws.

- San Francisco enforces a variety of local anti-homeless codes. From 2007 to 2013, San Francisco issued over 3,000 citations per year for violations of codes prohibiting sleeping, camping, standing, sitting, resting, and begging in public. Eighty-seven percent of these citations were issued under municipal rather than state code.

- Sacramento increasingly enforces one municipal anti-camping code. During the last decade, Sacramento has principally enforced a single anti-camping code against homeless people. Citations issued within city limits by County Park Rangers under this code have risen from fewer than 50 in 2010 to nearly 1,200 in 2012.

- San Diego demonstrates the adaptable nature of local enforcement practices. San Diego historically used a state illegal lodging code to cite homeless people. After a 2007 lawsuit restricted this practice, the city has aggressively enforced a municipal anti-camping code and a facially neutral encroachment code against homeless people.

6. The enactment and enforcement of anti-homeless laws harms people and society.

- Criminalization harms homeless people and perpetuates poverty by restricting access to the social safety net, affordable housing, and employment opportunities.

- The enactment of anti-homeless laws raises significant legal questions about the constitutional rights of homeless people.

- The enforcement of anti-homeless laws is expensive, directing limited resources away from efforts that would effectively and humanely reduce homelessness.

While detailed policy prescriptions are beyond the scope of this research report, California policymakers should take the following general steps:

1. Seek a state-level solution to end the locally driven, race-to-the-bottom criminalization of homelessness.

2. Improve data collection and reporting to create accountability and measure progress towards reducing the criminalization of homelessness.

3. Align stakeholder incentives so that relevant actors are motivated to work together to house rather than criminalize homeless people.
Introduction

Homelessness is a persistent crisis in California. Although the problem exists statewide—and is exacerbated by deep cuts to federal and state funding for affordable housing and by rising inequality—it is mostly managed at the local level, where cities are increasingly punishing homeless people for their presence in public. In this report, we share findings from original research about the enactment and enforcement of municipal codes that criminalize homelessness in California.

In Section I, we provide an overview of California’s homelessness crisis. We describe who is homeless and highlight factors contributing to homelessness in the state. We place recent municipal anti-homeless legislation in a broader context of legal restrictions designed to push away or remove “undesirable” people from public.

In Section II, we examine the enactment of municipal anti-homeless laws in California. We analyze anti-homeless laws in a sample of 58 local jurisdictions, focusing on municipal code sections prohibiting four types of life-sustaining activities that homeless people have no choice but to undertake in public: (1) standing, sitting, and resting in public spaces, including loitering and “vagrancy” (daytime restrictions); (2) sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles (nighttime restrictions); (3) begging and panhandling; and (4) food sharing. This section also tracks the growth of such laws over time and compares trends in California’s legal restrictions with the rest of the country.

In Section III, we describe the enforcement of local anti-homeless laws in California. We analyze both state-level data and three city-specific case studies to illustrate the diverse ways in which police departments rely on municipal anti-homeless codes, related state laws, and informal enforcement techniques to criminalize homelessness.

We conclude with a discussion of the consequences of current enactment and enforcement trends of anti-homeless measures, and we offer general policy recommendations to end the current system of criminalizing homelessness in California.

***

I. Homelessness in California

In this Section, we describe homelessness, including the demographics of homeless people nationally and in California. We examine social and economic policies that contribute to homelessness in the state. And we place cities’ current responses to homelessness in the context of past policies designed to keep or push out other groups deemed “undesirable” by local authorities.

A. Who Is Homeless?

According to an annual point-in-time survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”), over 610,000 people in the United States were homeless on a single night in 2013. However, HUD employs a narrow definition of homelessness, and point-in-time methods systematically undercount homeless people. Conducted in January, HUD counts overlook people who are homeless for only part of the year. The figures fail to account for people who do not have a home but who live “doubled up” with others in homes that cannot adequately accommodate the number of people living there. HUD’s count also excludes people
temporarily living in hospitals, mental health or substance abuse centers, or jails with nowhere to go after release. In comparison, the National Center on Family Homelessness used data from the 2013 Census and the Department of Education to calculate that 2.5 million children experienced homelessness in the United States during 2013. This figure is more than four times larger than the HUD count, and it does not include homeless adults. Extrapolating from this estimate of homeless children suggests that millions of U.S. adults experience homelessness annually.

HUD’s estimates indicate that Americans have a one in 194 chance of becoming homeless. But these odds increase for members of certain subgroups of the population. For example, people living at or below the poverty line have a one in 29 chance of becoming homeless. One in 13 people recently released from prison or jail will become homeless within a year. Veterans have a staggering one in 10 chance of becoming homeless. People with mental illness, people with physical disabilities, and domestic violence survivors similarly face economic and social barriers that put them at greater risk for becoming homeless. Families and children are also overrepresented among homeless people. Nationally, one in every 30 children experienced homelessness in 2013. Finally, homelessness and lack of affordable housing have a disparate impact on people of color. In 2010, black families stayed in homeless shelters at a rate seven times higher than white families.

California has a disproportionate number of homeless people: with 12 percent of the U.S. population, the state is “home” to more than 22 percent of the nation’s homeless people. In the January 2013 point-in-time count, HUD identified almost 137,000 homeless people in California. Across the country in 2013, most homeless people lived in emergency shelters or transitional housing programs; however, in California, two-thirds of homeless people are unsheltered. Between 2009 and 2011, homelessness declined by one percent nationally, but it increased in California by two percent; between 2012 and 2013, homelessness declined by nearly four percent nationally but increased in California by almost five percent. Additionally, one fifth of the nation’s homeless children—over half a million—resided in California in 2013. The number of homeless children in the state increased from 438,000 in 2010-2011 to almost 527,000 in 2012-2013—an increase of 20 percent. California’s efforts to reverse this trend have been largely unsuccessful. In its 2014 report card on homelessness, the National Center on Family Homelessness ranked California as the third-worst state (48th out of 50) based on its large population of children without homes, poor scores for child well-being, a high risk of child homelessness, and poor state policy and planning efforts. Even with an imperfect estimate of the total number of homeless people, homeless counts strongly suggest that homelessness is a persistent crisis in California.

B. Factors Contributing to Homelessness

Contemporary homelessness began in the early 1980s. Shifts in federal economic and social policy contributed to a national homelessness crisis. Homelessness in California is particularly acute because of the state’s lack of affordable housing.

Changes in national social and economic policy were major contributing factors to
homelessness across the nation. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, shifts in federal budget priorities resulted in dramatic cuts to affordable housing and other programs designed to serve low-income people. HUD’s low- to moderate-income housing budget authority fell by 77 percent between 1978 and 1983. Social policies contributing to the rise of homelessness included the deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill during the mid-1980s.

Economic and social policies continue to contribute to homelessness today. The federal Budget Control Act of 2011 initiated automatic federal spending cuts of $85 billion (commonly referred to as “sequestration”). These cuts, which went into effect in March 2013, adversely impacted homeless services and affordable housing programs. HUD’s Continuum of Care programs providing homeless assistance lost funding to help people find housing. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities estimated that between 125,000 and 185,000 low-income families would lose housing assistance nationally by the end of 2014 as a result of these cuts. As of July 2014, sequestration had cost California’s low-income families—and the private landlords who rent to them—almost 15,000 housing vouchers.

California’s lack of affordable rental housing continues to fuel homelessness. Increasing disparities between housing costs and incomes correlate with increasing incidences of homelessness, and California boasts some of the most expensive rental real estate in the country. Rents have risen in metropolitan areas with higher foreclosure rates since 2006, making it even harder for low-wage workers to find affordable rental units. Consequently, the state has one of the nation’s highest rates of “poor renters,” defined as people who spend at least 50 percent of their monthly income on housing.

The state has one of the nation’s highest rates of “poor renters,” defined as people who spend at least 50 percent of their monthly income on housing.

As a result of the trends discussed above, homeless people face more challenges finding housing in California than elsewhere. This includes not only rental housing, but also emergency or transitional housing. Whereas most homeless people across the country lived in emergency shelters or transitional housing programs in 2013, most homeless people in California were unsheltered. In Los Angeles alone, only 22 percent of homeless people had a shelter bed in 2013, meaning that more than three-fourths of homeless people were living outside full-time. California’s high housing costs and shortage of shelters leave many homeless people with no choice but to rest and sleep in public.

C. Legal Response to Homelessness from a Historical Perspective

While state and federal policy choices have fueled homelessness during the last few decades, municipal governments have struggled to address the problem. In lieu of making investments in health and human services or affordable housing development, many local authorities have tried to push homeless people away. In what can best be described as a race to the bottom, municipal governments have increasingly begun enacting and enforcing anti-homeless laws during the last three decades. These new vagrancy laws echo some of California’s most lamentable approaches to criminalizing people whom society deem “undesirable.”
1. Past Legal Responses to “Undesirable” Groups

The practice of controlling and regulating marginalized groups predates the founding of the republic. American colonists modeled early vagrancy laws on the English Poor Laws and punished those who were “vaguely undesirable” or perceived as possible criminals. Early colonies crafted “warning out” laws that enabled cities to forcibly expel unwanted individuals. These vagrancy laws served as the foundation for subsequent laws designed to remove undesirable people from public spaces.

U.S. cities also have a long history of driving racial minorities from public spaces. Beginning in the late 1800s, cities in the South created “sundown towns,” which banned African Americans from remaining in town past sunset. Undesirable people who entered a sundown town after dark were subjected to a range of punishments, from harassment to lynching. Other cities around the country, including in California, became sundown towns and excluded Native Americans, Mexican Americans, or Chinese Americans in an effort to create a homogenous, white citizenry. Some sundown towns remained in effect until they were successfully challenged during the Civil Rights and school desegregation movements in the 1960s.

After the Dust Bowl and Great Depression decimated the Great Plains in the 1930s, 200,000 people migrated to California to find work. These workers were presumed (incorrectly) to hail from Oklahoma, so were nicknamed “Okies.” In response to this influx, California passed an “anti-Okie” law, which made it a misdemeanor to “bring or assist in bringing” extremely poor people into the state. In a unanimous decision, the United States Supreme Court struck down this California law in 1941.

Blatantly discriminatory laws have also targeted undesirable groups other than racial and regional minorities. Beginning in the 19th century, cities and states introduced “ugly laws,” banning people who exposed “disease, maiming, deformity, or mutilation.” The first of these laws—perhaps better described as “unsightly beggar ordinance[s],” since they were originally introduced to prohibit begging—was adopted in San Francisco in 1867. Many of these laws were not repealed until the 1970s.

2. Present Legal Response to Homelessness

In California today, so-called “quality-of-life” laws aim to keep homeless people out of public spaces, but do nothing to reduce homelessness or help homeless people. Following the history of sundown town, anti-Okie, and ugly laws, “quality-of-life” laws are a modern-day example of local efforts to expel, punish, and otherwise discourage the presence of people deemed undesirable—in this case, homeless people. “Quality-of-life” is a misnomer, because there is no evidence that such laws improve the quality of life for anyone, and certainly not for homeless people. In this report, we refer to “quality-of-life” laws as “anti-homeless” laws to better capture the intended targets and disproportionate impact of local codes that are used to criminalize homeless people and remove them from public view.

Several federal court cases have shaped the development of modern-day anti-homeless laws in California. In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Jacksonville, Florida vagrancy ordinance. A unanimous court in *Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville* held that the ordinance was unconstitutionally vague: first, it failed to give a person of ordinary intelligence fair notice that “vagrancy” is forbidden; and second, it “encourage[d] arbitrary and erratic arrests and convictions.” The Court also worried that law enforcement officials could use the law against
undesired groups as a “convenient tool for ‘harsh and discriminatory enforcement.’”

In response to the rise in homelessness in the 1980s—and the constitutional limits imposed on broad vagrancy laws by Papachristou—cities began enacting more narrowly tailored anti-homeless laws. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upheld a Seattle law that prohibited people from sitting or lying down on a public sidewalk in designated commercial zones between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. The Ninth Circuit subsequently upheld a similar anti-homeless law in Arizona that prohibited activities in certain areas during specified hours.

With federal courts’ newfound tolerance of some municipal anti-homeless ordinances, California cities have enacted hundreds of such laws in the last few decades. In Section II, we describe the growing enactment of municipal anti-homeless laws in California. In Section III, we explore the related but distinct question of how cities enforce anti-homeless laws in practice.

***

II. The Enactment of Anti-Homeless Laws in California

As described above, homelessness is a persistent problem in California. California cities have responded to this problem by enacting municipal codes that criminalize activities associated with homelessness. In this Section, we present key findings about the prevalence and proliferation of local anti-homeless laws in California. We also discuss how California cities compare to their national counterparts. In sum, California cities increasingly criminalize the basic survival needs of homeless people for things like sleeping, sitting, and sharing food. Cities have enacted the majority of anti-homeless laws in the last three decades, and in most cases at a much higher rate than cities in other states.

While we focus here on the enactment of local codes, it is important to note that cities also use state codes to criminalize homelessness in California. For example, California Penal Code 647(e) criminalizes lodging in “any building, structure, vehicle, or place, whether public or private, without permission.” Violation of Penal Code 647(e) constitutes disorderly conduct, which is a misdemeanor. And while anti-homeless laws are a key tool for criminalizing homelessness, cities also selectively enforce otherwise facially neutral laws against homeless people and use less formal means, including confiscating property and moving people along through verbal warnings and other forms of harassment. We discuss our enforcement findings in Section III.

Our analysis in this Section expands on a study of municipal anti-homeless codes in the United States conducted by the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty (“NLCHP”). For comparison purposes, we researched four categories of anti-homeless laws included in the NLCHP study:

1. standing, sitting, and resting in public places (daytime activities);
2. sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles (nighttime activities);
3. begging and panhandling; and
4. food sharing with homeless people.
We researched local laws under these categories in 58 California cities, including detailed inspection of electronically published municipal codes. The sample was not randomly selected, but more than three-quarters of California’s 2013 homeless population reside in the 58 cities. The sample includes 42 of the most populous 58 cities in the state, including the 12 largest; the remaining 16 cities range in population from 3,068 (Nevada City) to 116,768 (Berkeley). We included several of these cities because they have a significant homeless population. We selected other cities because they have at least one member organization affiliated with the Western Regional Advocacy Project (“WRAP”), a regional coalition of antipoverty and homeless advocacy groups.

Tracking the enactment of municipal anti-homeless codes is subject to a number of limitations. California municipal codes are not maintained in a uniform place or manner. Among other inconsistencies, cities house similar code sections under different sections and titles. Importantly for understanding trends, some cities do not provide the date of enactment for relevant sections of their municipal code. Other cities list certain sections as having a prior code, which may or may not provide information as to when the code section was passed. However, we were able to obtain sufficient details from local codes to give us confidence about the overall validity and reliability of our findings.

A. California Cities Have Enacted a Large Number of Anti-Homeless Laws

Anti-homeless laws are common in a cross-section of California cities today. In the 58 cities studied, we found 500 laws restricting and criminalizing the four categories of activity listed above and associated with homelessness. This represents an average of nearly nine laws per city. Because some laws prohibit multiple types of activity, these 500 laws impose 581 separate restrictions on activities across the four categories. In each of the 58 cities, homeless people—or people who appear homeless or are otherwise deemed undesirable by local authorities—can be cited and arrested under municipal laws for their presence in public.

Enforcement agencies can use these four categories of laws to restrict the movement of people who look or appear homeless 24 hours a day. A majority of the restrictions focus on controlling what homeless people can do during the day and in certain public spaces. Restrictions on daytime activities such as standing, sitting, and resting in public places are most common in the codes analyzed, representing more than one-third of all restrictions (39 percent). Together with restrictions on begging, panhandling, and food sharing, these bans on daytime activities represent more than two-thirds (71 percent) of all anti-homeless laws.

All 58 cities have at least one municipal code restricting daytime activities like standing, sitting, and resting. Ninety percent of the jurisdictions (53 of 58 cities) prohibit some form of begging or panhandling, and over 20 percent of cities restrict food sharing.

All 58 cities have at least one municipal code restricting daytime activities like standing, sitting, and resting. Ninety percent of the jurisdictions (53 of 58 cities) prohibit some form of begging or panhandling, and over 20 percent of cities restrict food sharing. These restrictions limit homeless people’s ability to engage in daily, life-sustaining activities.

Other laws criminalize people’s behavior when they rest, usually at night. Restrictions on
nighttime activities like sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles, constitute almost one-third (29 percent) of all prohibitions. These nighttime restrictions deprive people of the right to rest in public places, but also leave them vulnerable to citation by law enforcement agencies at all hours of the day.

Fifty-seven of 58 cities ban at least one nighttime activity such as sleeping, camping, and lodging in vehicles. These laws deprive people of the right to rest in a public place, protect themselves from the elements, or sleep in a legally parked car without legal consequences.

Figure 1 summarizes the prevalence of anti-homeless laws by category in California cities.

![Prevalence of Restrictions Across Cities by Offense Category](image)

B. Municipal Anti-Homeless Laws Have Grown Rapidly in Recent Decades

As noted above, California’s cities have enacted a high number of anti-homeless laws. By analyzing the date of enactment, we can track the growth of anti-homeless codes over time. Because not all municipal codes note the enactment dates of each section, we were unable to include all of the anti-homeless laws in our analysis. However, we did obtain reliable enactment dates for 432 of the 500 anti-homeless laws (86 percent) identified above.

Figure 2 charts California’s anti-homeless laws by decade of enactment from 1910 through October 2014.
The first significant growth in municipal anti-homeless laws occurred after California’s anti-Okie law was struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1941. The second and more dramatic wave of local anti-homeless laws appears after the onset of contemporary homelessness in the 1980s and a decade after the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a municipal vagrancy ordinance on the grounds that it was unconstitutionally vague. In fact, 59 percent of current restrictions on homeless activity have been enacted since 1990, and nearly half were enacted in two decades of peak legislative activity between 1990 and 2009. The increased pace of enacting local anti-homeless legislation shows no signs of slowing down. Fifty-five new anti-homeless laws have been enacted since 2010; if current trends continue, California cities will add 110 new anti-homeless codes from 2010 to 2019.

Since 2000, cities have enacted an especially high proportion of anti-homeless laws in two categories: (1) sleeping, camping, and lodging, and (2) food sharing with homeless people. One reason for the relative growth in these two categories is that restrictions on standing, sitting, and resting are older on average than other types of restrictions. While 47 laws in this category have been passed since 2000, they represent only 28 percent of the total number of such restrictions.
In contrast, 54 new laws restricting sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places have been passed since 2000, representing 42 percent of all such restrictions currently in cities’ municipal codes. Laws prohibiting food sharing with homeless people represent a small but rapidly growing category of anti-homeless laws. Only 12 cities in our sample (20 percent) currently restrict food sharing, but half of them have passed the restrictions since 2000.

The following chart highlights the percentage of laws by major offense category passed since 2000 and 2010.

### Enactment Trends Since 2000 by Offense Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense Category</th>
<th>Percent Enacted 2000-2009</th>
<th>Percent Enacted Since 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standing, Sitting, and Resting</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping, Camping, and Lodging</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begging and Panhandling</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Sharing</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3**

**C. California Cities Have More Anti-Homeless Laws than Cities in Other States**

As noted above, California cities have a lot of anti-homeless laws, and the number has grown considerably in recent decades. The NLCHP study reported the percentage of anti-homeless laws by category in 187 U.S. cities. Since we used the same categories in our study, we can remove the California cities from the NLCHP dataset and compare the percentage of our California dataset with the remaining 166 U.S. cities (the NLCHP study included 21 cities in our sample). In Figure 4, we compare the prevalence of anti-homeless laws by category (and sub-category) in California and nationally. We also calculate the absolute and relative percentage differences between California and other U.S. cities—that is, we show how much more or less likely California cities are to restrict each behavior than cities elsewhere in the country.
### Prevalence of Anti-Homeless Laws: California Cities vs. 166 U.S. Cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense Category</th>
<th>Offense Type</th>
<th>U.S. Cities with Restriction</th>
<th>CA Cities with Restriction</th>
<th>Absolute Difference, CA vs. U.S.</th>
<th>Relative Difference, CA vs. U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standing, Sitting, and Resting in Public Places</td>
<td>Standing in public city-wide</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standing in particular public places</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>+12%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sitting/lying in particular public places</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>+11%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping, Camping, and Lodging in Public Places, Including in Vehicles</td>
<td>Sleeping in public city-wide</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>+3%</td>
<td>+19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeping in particular public places</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>+4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camping in public city-wide</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>+83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camping in particular public places</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>+23%</td>
<td>+50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeping or lodging in vehicles</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>+41%</td>
<td>+124%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begging and Panhandling</td>
<td>Begging in public city-wide</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Begging in particular public places</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Sharing</td>
<td>Sharing food with homeless people</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>+4%</td>
<td>+50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4**

Compared with other U.S. cities, California cities have more anti-homeless laws restricting many important types of activity. While cities in California are much less likely to impose city-wide bans on loitering and begging, they are over 20 percent more likely than cities in other states to ban these activities in particular places. Further, cities in California are substantially more likely than those in other states to restrict camping in public and sleeping or lodging in public places.
vehicles. The discrepancy between California and the rest of the nation is most pronounced for this last type of activity. While only 33 percent of non-California cities studied by NLCHP restrict sleeping or lodging in vehicles, 74 percent of California cities do so. Finally, while bans on food sharing are relatively less common than other types of restrictions, the California cities we studied are 50 percent more likely than cities in other states to criminalize this practice. Compared with the rest of the United States, California cities place substantially more legal burdens on homeless people who desire to rest in public; rest in legally parked vehicles; and sit, stand, beg, or eat in particular city locations.  

D. Conclusion

California cities have enacted a high number of anti-homeless laws. The average city studied has nearly nine laws criminalizing activities that people without homes must undertake in public. All California cities sampled have at least one restriction on daytime activities such as sitting in public, begging and panhandling, or sharing food. In addition, all but one city in the sample places restrictions on homeless people’s right to rest at night.

Most of the current municipal anti-homeless laws were enacted during the last 25 years. This proliferation of laws shows no signs of abating. If current trends continue, California cities will add dozens more anti-homeless laws by the end of the decade. Importantly, California cities are substantially more restrictive than the national average in terms of criminalizing sleeping, resting, or lodging in legally parked vehicles.

The existence of municipal codes is only one aspect of the criminalization of homelessness in California. A key related issue is the enforcement of these and other laws against homeless people, which we discuss next.

***

III. The Enforcement of Anti-Homeless Laws in California

Laws on the books differ from laws in action. Focusing on the enactment of anti-homeless laws alone cannot provide a full picture of the criminalization of homelessness in California. In this Section, we report findings on the enforcement of anti-homeless laws by police departments and related agencies. Where data are available, we report enforcement trends over time.

Our analysis includes two components. First, with data from several sources, we examine statewide trends in enforcement of anti-homeless laws. Second, we present a series of city-specific case studies to probe deeper into the methods and rationale of local enforcement practices against homeless people.

In sum, state-level indicators in recent decades show that cities increasingly enforce laws prohibiting homeless people’s presence in public places in the wake of economic downturns. Enforcement of general anti-homeless laws has grown even as enforcement of laws against specific behaviors like public intoxication and disorderly conduct has declined. And our city case
studies reveal that local anti-homeless laws are just one component of a larger set of tools—including state codes and selectively enforced “neutral” laws—that jurisdictions use to criminalize homelessness.

Collecting data on the enforcement of anti-homeless laws is subject to a number of limitations. Enforcement practices are not documented uniformly across California cities, and agencies are not required to make relevant statistics publicly available. Further, no city contacted for the purposes of this report tracks the housing status of people who have been cited and jailed as a result of enforcing local laws. To overcome these limitations, our research involved both quantitative analysis of enforcement data and qualitative interviews with key informants such as police officers and public defenders. In many cases, subject matter experts and key informants provided the context necessary to piece together data into coherent enforcement narratives.

A. Statewide Trends

In California, we identified two sources of information to track statewide patterns of enforcement against homeless people. First, individual police agencies report annual arrest statistics to the Federal Bureau of Investigations’ Uniform Crime Reporting (“UCR”) Program. Among the numbers reported by each agency is a count of arrests for “vagrancy.” “Vagrancy” is a category of offenses aggregated for reporting purposes, and is defined as “the violation of a court order, regulation, ordinance, or law requiring the withdrawal of persons from the streets or other specified areas; prohibiting persons from remaining in an area or place in an idle or aimless manner; or prohibiting persons from going from place to place without visible means of support.”

Second, nearly all police agencies report yearly arrest statistics to the California Department of Justice’s Office of the Attorney General (“OAG”), including total arrests for “disorderly conduct.” As defined by the OAG for reporting purposes, “disorderly conduct” does not refer to behaviors that constitute a public nuisance. Rather, the OAG uses “disorderly conduct” to represent a category of activities that includes lodging on public or private property, loitering, and begging. The UCR and OAG datasets track very similar enforcement activities: in years for which both sets of data are available, the UCR “vagrancy” and the OAG “disorderly conduct” arrest statistics are nearly identical.

The UCR and OAG arrest counts are imperfect indicators of all city-level enforcement patterns for several reasons. First, UCR and OAG include arrests for violations of the California Penal Code, but they exclude arrests under city codes. Second, arrests are merely the tip of the enforcement iceberg, since people may be cited but not arrested for violation of these state codes. And third, due to variability in data tracking and reporting methods, some cities include citation statistics as part of arrest counts, which are then aggregated at the statewide level. Nevertheless, these datasets have been compiled using a consistent methodology over many years and provide some insight into statewide enforcement trends.

The following graph shows vagrancy arrests reported through the UCR from 1994 to 2013. Two economic indicators, the yearly California unemployment rate and the dates of national recessions, are also shown for reference.
Over the last 20 years, vagrancy arrests peaked after economic recessions and increases in the California unemployment rate. Following the 2001 recession, arrests reached a high of 7,248 in 2004. Arrests then fell to approximately 4,000 in 2007. After the Great Recession, arrests again began to rise in 2010 and have continued to increase through 2013. These trends reinforce anecdotal accounts of enforcement against homeless people: enforcement increases in response to deteriorating economic conditions and rising levels of homelessness. Although California’s unemployment rate began to decline in 2011, the economic impacts of the Great Recession linger, and the UCR data indicate that enforcement continues to increase.

Moreover, vagrancy arrests have trended upward in recent years even as enforcement of other anti-homeless laws has declined at the state level. The following chart compares the percent change in UCR arrests since 2000, a pre-recession year, under the categories of “vagrancy” laws (as defined earlier), “drunkenness” laws, and “disorderly conduct” laws, here defined by the UCR as “any behavior that tends to disturb the public peace or decorum, scandalize the community, or shock the public sense of morality.”
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This comparison shows that the increase in “vagrancy” arrests is not part of a broader upward trend in the enforcement of anti-homeless laws targeting specific behaviors. Arrests for “drunkenness” and “disorderly conduct” declined by 16 and 48 percent over the same time period, respectively. In other words, since 2000, enforcement of laws restricting particular behaviors, such as drinking in public, has decreased while enforcement of laws restricting the status of being homeless has increased.

In sum, an examination of UCR and OAG state-level indicators reveals that enforcement of laws criminalizing the activities associated with homelessness has surged following economic recessions over the past 20 years. Arrests for “vagrancy” are currently on the rise, even as enforcement of related laws criminalizing specific behaviors is decreasing. Greater enforcement of state codes in recent years has accompanied the proliferation of municipal anti-homeless codes described in Section II.

State-level trends do not tell the complete story of enforcement, however. In particular, they miss enforcement of local laws that criminalize homelessness, and they do not explain why local agencies increase or decrease enforcement over time. To provide more insight into these topics, we next consider enforcement patterns in several California cities in greater detail.

B. City Case Studies

As noted above, state-level arrest statistics for California Penal Code violations provide just the tip of the iceberg of enforcement activities directed at homeless people. Most anti-homeless laws are municipal codes, but data about their enforcement is not compiled or reported across the state. We therefore conducted case studies to learn more about on-the-ground enforcement in several California jurisdictions. Within cities, local enforcement patterns and reporting practices
vary widely, so each case study is informed by interviews with stakeholders and experts.

While we conducted enforcement case studies in eight cities, we report the findings from San Francisco, Sacramento, and San Diego. These are three of the six largest cities in the state by population, and together they represent the state’s major geographic regions: the Northern coast, the Central Valley, and the Southern coast. In two of the three cities, we also have survey data from homeless people themselves, which is an important piece of the enforcement story. These cities provide a snapshot of California, but they do not represent a random sample, and their enforcement practices cannot necessarily be generalized to the state as a whole.

Taken together, the three case studies show that cities approach enforcement in diverse ways, and that analysis of a given city’s municipal codes does not predict its choice of enforcement strategy. We begin with San Francisco, which enforces multiple municipal codes against homeless people. Sacramento, on the other hand, enforces one municipal anti-homeless code above all others. We conclude with San Diego, which historically has based homeless enforcement on state codes, only recently relying on municipal codes as an auxiliary tool. The cross-city comparison shows that jurisdictions have discretion to select from a set of tools that includes municipal anti-homeless laws, state anti-homeless codes, and facially neutral but selectively enforced codes to criminalize homelessness.

1. **San Francisco: Sustained Enforcement of Multiple Municipal Codes**

San Francisco is the second largest city in Northern California and the fourth largest in the state, with a population of 837,442 in 2013. San Francisco has one of the largest homeless populations in California. A point-in-time count conducted in January 2013 reported 6,346 homeless people living in the city; a supplemental youth count identified 914 additional homeless unaccompanied children and transition-age youth.

San Francisco has 23 municipal codes criminalizing daily activities associated with homelessness, well above the state average of nine. Among these are at least 10 codes that criminalize standing, sitting, and resting in public places; six distinct codes that criminalize sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles; and seven codes that criminalize begging and panhandling.

Police officers utilize this breadth of municipal codes to cite homeless people in San Francisco. Records of police citations maintained by the San Francisco Human Services Agency (“HSA”) indicate that the police issued nearly 23,000 citations for sleeping, camping, sitting, resting, and begging between October 2006 and March 2014, including 20,000 under municipal codes. The following graph shows the distribution of citations issued between October 2006 and March 2014 by offense type.
San Francisco issued more citations for standing, sitting, and resting between October 2006 and March 2014 than for any other type of prohibited activity. Police issued nearly 4,100 citations under two municipal codes prohibiting obstruction of streets and sidewalks. In addition, over 1,300 citations have been issued since 2011 under Municipal Police Code 168, a law enacted in November 2010 that prohibits people from sitting or lying on city sidewalks between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. Thus, a significant proportion of San Francisco policing targets people without homes who are engaged in necessary, life-sustaining activities.

San Francisco also heavily enforces municipal restrictions on sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places. Between October 2006 and March 2014, city law enforcement officers issued nearly 5,400 citations under a municipal code prohibiting sleeping in parks between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m. An additional 2,700 citations stemmed from violations of a related municipal code prohibiting camping in the city parks. Police agencies rely on a variety of municipal codes to criminalize the unavoidable activities of homeless people both during the day and at night.

Based on the data above, San Francisco issued a yearly average of nearly 3,200 citations for anti-homeless laws between 2007 and 2013. The following graph shows state and municipal citations issued annually between 2007 and 2013, years for which a full set of data was provided.
Enforcement has fluctuated from year to year: a high of 4,941 citations was recorded in 2008, and a low of 1,231 citations was recorded in 2011. No consistent chronological trend is evident, though citations have sharply increased in general election years (2008 and 2012). But trends in the use of state versus municipal codes are much clearer. Not only do municipal codes account for far more citations than state codes, but the discrepancy has also widened in recent years.

Michael Nevin, a Lieutenant in the San Francisco Police Department’s Operations Bureau who works on outreach with the homeless community, described police officers’ predominant enforcement of municipal codes. Police enforcement is “done at the behest of city government,” he explained. Municipal codes reflect issues that “would have gotten the attention of the political powers that be, and they’ve decided that they want San Francisco to focus in on certain things.”

Unlike state codes, municipal codes are responsive to the city’s political will and can drive enforcement targeting specific activities based on current priorities.

While a single violation of a code prohibiting sitting, sleeping, or begging in public cannot result in an arrest in San Francisco, citations issued for such violations are not innocuous. Each citation directs people to either pay a fine or appear in court to protest the citation. However, homeless people are often unable to meet either requirement of a citation, incurring further enforcement consequences. Failure to pay a citation-related fine or schedule a hearing date may lead to the issuance of a warrant. Fines were paid in less than 10 percent of all anti-homeless citation cases in 2000, the most recent year for which we have data. New warrants were issued in 30 percent of cases, and the remaining 60 percent of cases were sent to court, though most
violators failed to appear in court.\textsuperscript{95} Failure to appear for a scheduled court hearing results in the automatic issuance of a bench warrant, which can—and often does—lead to an arrest at the discretion of the police officer.\textsuperscript{96} Furthermore, Lt. Nevin noted that police officers can arrest people for repeat violations of the codes discussed above, which are unavoidable public activities for people without homes.

Thus, enforcement that begins with one citation often results in a homeless individual’s arrest and booking. WRAP, the regional coalition of homeless advocacy groups, has surveyed over 250 homeless people in San Francisco on their experiences with law enforcement. Over one-quarter (26 percent) of the individuals surveyed reported that they had been arrested—or had seen other homeless people arrested—for sleeping in public.\textsuperscript{97} Further, 26 percent reported having been arrested for loitering or hanging out; 24 percent, for sitting or lying down; and 25 percent, for panhandling (asking for money or help). Homeless people’s presence in public can, and frequently does, lead to arrest and jail time in San Francisco.

As a final note, Lt. Nevin indicated that San Francisco’s reliance on municipal codes rather than state codes benefits the homeless population. Unlike state codes, the city’s municipal codes carry “mandated warnings,” meaning people are issued a written warning rather than a citation for a first offense.\textsuperscript{98} However, warnings are issued at the discretion of the police officer and can do little to change the daily activity of homeless people with few other options. The mandated warning system also means that the citation and arrest data analyzed above underrepresent enforcement against homeless people in San Francisco, much of which may leave no documented paper trail. In WRAP’s survey results, for example, fewer than half (49 percent) of homeless individuals reported having been cited for sitting or lying down in public, but nearly all (95 percent) reported having been harassed by police for this activity.\textsuperscript{99}

To summarize, San Francisco has almost two dozen anti-homeless laws and issued over 3,000 citations per year for violations of codes prohibiting sleeping, camping, standing, sitting, resting, and begging in public between 2007 and 2013. The city overwhelmingly relies on its municipal codes as the primary tool of enforcement, a tactic that may reflect the municipal codes’ responsiveness to shifting political priorities. San Francisco issues a high volume of citations for both daytime activities, such as obstruction of streets and sidewalks, and nighttime activities, such as sleeping and camping in parks. And while police officers do not make arrests for initial offenses, homeless people often have no choice but to violate municipal laws repeatedly through their presence in public places. Repeated violations result in the issuance of citations, triggering events that frequently lead to an arrest.

2. \textit{Sacramento: Increasing Enforcement of One Municipal Anti-Camping Code}

With a population of nearly 480,000 in 2013, California’s state capital is the second most populous city in the Central Valley and the sixth most populous in the state. A point-in-time count conducted in January 2013 reported over 2,500 homeless people in Sacramento County, where Sacramento is the largest city.\textsuperscript{100} Sacramento is notable not only for its sizeable homeless population but also for its long history of downtown homeless encampments along the American and Sacramento Rivers.\textsuperscript{101} As recently as 2009, one such encampment peaked at around 200 tents.
The City of Sacramento has eleven municipal codes criminalizing daily activities associated with homelessness in California, slightly above the state average of nine. Among these are at least five codes that criminalize standing, sitting, and resting in public places; three codes that criminalize camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles; and three codes that criminalize begging and panhandling.102

While San Francisco police make use of many municipal codes in their enforcement practices, Sacramento’s enforcement agencies have disproportionately and increasingly enforced just one municipal code in recent years: Sacramento City Code Section 12.52.030, which bans camping on public or private property (unless lawfully authorized).103 While the Sacramento Police Department does not track citations, crime reports serve as a useful proxy for examining the relative frequency with which municipal and state codes are used. Sacramento Police Department crime report data, shown below, demonstrate the disproportionate reliance on Section 12.52.030 over the last decade.

Municipal codes account for 71 percent of the crime reports displayed above. While Sacramento has a large number of anti-homeless laws on the books, one plays an outsized role in police enforcement. Sacramento’s illegal camping code (Section 12.52.030) alone represents 69 percent of total municipal code enforcement and nearly half of all enforcement under state and municipal codes.

While Sacramento has a large number of anti-homeless laws on the books, one plays an outsized role in police enforcement. Sacramento’s illegal camping code . . . alone represents 69 percent of total municipal code enforcement and nearly half of all enforcement under state and municipal codes.
enforcement and nearly half of all enforcement under state and municipal codes.

Crime reports underestimate the total number of citations issued by Sacramento police. Further, police data do not reveal the full extent of anti-camping enforcement in Sacramento. Ron Blubaugh, the director of a legal clinic serving Sacramento’s homeless community, explained that Sacramento County Park Rangers write most of the city’s illegal camping citations. The following graph shows the number of illegal camping citations issued by the Park Rangers within city limits between 2004 and 2014.

Sacramento County Park Ranger Illegal Camping Citations
Issued by Year, 2004-2014

Figure 10

Illegal camping citations, specifically under Section 12.52.030, have surged in recent years. Park Rangers issued fewer than 50 such citations in 2010, but nearly 1,200 just two years later, and citation volumes have remained high. In fact, illegal camping citations constituted a majority of all infraction/misdemeanor citations issued by Park Rangers between March and August 2014.

Public pressure and local political priorities help explain the recent dramatic increase in Park Rangers’ enforcement of Sacramento’s municipal anti-camping code. Mr. Blubaugh explained that many housed Sacramento residents report homeless encampments along the American River Parkway, pressuring the County Board of Supervisors to act. Paula Lomazzi, Executive Director of the Sacramento Homeless Organizing Committee, added that public pressure has grown in recent years as the neighboring River District has begun to gentrify.

Amid these local pressures, the County Board of Supervisors added two additional park rangers to the illegal camping detail in 2012, which likely contributed to the spike in citations that year. And there is no intention to moderate enforcement in the future. John Havicon, the Chief Ranger, confirmed: “Illegal camp[ing] enforcement is a priority to the County Board of
Supervisors, so the number of citations will continue to be higher.”

Moreover, the heavy enforcement of Sacramento’s municipal camping ban is just one aspect of a broader culture of policing homelessness in the city. Ms. Lomazzi noted that along with a tough law enforcement stance on illegal camping, “confiscation and throwing away property [of individuals who camp illegally] [remains] one of the big issues I see in enforcement,” even in the wake of a successful 2009 lawsuit against the City and County of Sacramento for seizing and throwing away homeless people’s property. “Neutral” city laws are enforced “more vigorously against homeless people.” Mr. Blubaugh stressed that tickets for riding the city’s light rail without paying a fare represent one of the most common citations issued to his homeless clients.

According to Mr. Blubaugh, police also frequently confront homeless people based on their appearance and ask them for identification to run warrant checks. Survey data collected by WRAP on homeless people’s experiences support this assertion. Of over 150 homeless individuals surveyed in Sacramento, 63 percent reported having been cited for sleeping in public, and 97 percent reported having been harassed by police for this activity. Given earlier data on the enforcement of Sacramento’s anti-camping code, these results are not surprising. However, in the same survey, 38 percent of respondents reported having been cited, and 97 percent reported having been harassed by police, for simply appearing homeless. Based on homeless individuals’ experience of daily police harassment, Mr. Blubaugh concluded: “I have never seen a city as tough as Sacramento [on homelessness]. The political will in this city is for homeless people to go away.”

In sum, enforcement of anti-homeless laws in Sacramento is driven largely by the use of municipal code. Although the city has almost a dozen anti-homeless laws on the books, in recent years authorities have disproportionately enforced a single anti-camping code. More broadly, policing homelessness in Sacramento extends beyond the use of anti-homeless laws to selective enforcement of facially neutral laws, confiscation of property, and day-to-day harassment.


Located on the Southern California coast, San Diego is the second largest city in California with a population of over 1,350,000 in 2013. San Diego has a large homeless population: a point-in-time count conducted in January 2013 reported 5,733 homeless people in the city, 54 percent of whom were unsheltered. San Diego County reported nearly 8,800 homeless people.

Like Sacramento, San Diego has eleven municipal codes that criminalize daily activities associated with homelessness, or slightly more than the state average. Among the eleven are four codes that criminalize standing, sitting, and resting in public places; five codes that criminalize sleeping, camping, and lodging in public places, including in vehicles; and two codes that criminalize begging and panhandling.

These municipal codes, however, do not constitute the basis for San Diego’s enforcement strategy. Over the past several decades, the “vast majority” of citations issued to homeless people
in San Diego have been for illegal lodging under California Penal Code 647(e). Steve Binder, a longtime public defender in San Diego who founded the city’s Homeless Court in 1989, observed that city police officers have historically enforced state codes, rather than municipal codes, because they are perceived to have more “substance” and carry larger penalties. Violation of Penal Code 647(e) is a misdemeanor offense and currently carries a statutory minimum fine of $245 in San Diego, with a maximum penalty of six months incarceration and a $500 fine.

San Diego’s enforcement of the illegal lodging code is substantial. The following graph shows total enforcement—including both citations and arrests—under Penal Code 647(e) in San Diego over the past 20 years. More than 1,200 citations and arrests were recorded under Penal Code 647(e) on average each year, and over 4,000 citations and arrests took place in 2004 alone.

Citations represent the majority of the enforcement observed above. Police officers typically issue citations for a first violation, but may arrest “repeat offenders.” As Sergeant Rick Schnell, a 35-year veteran of the San Diego Police Department explained, “If there is a reasonable likelihood that the offense is going to continue, you’re going to go to jail.” Officers can use their discretion to determine the “reasonable likelihood,” in their opinion, that people will continue to violate the illegal lodging code. With nowhere to go, unsheltered homeless people often have no choice but to continue sleeping in public and violating the law.

An additional consequence of Penal Code 647(e) enforcement has been the issuance of “stay-away” orders to prevent homeless people from returning to the areas of illegal lodging. Stay-away orders may be issued

“If there is a reasonable likelihood that the offense is going to continue, you’re going to go to jail.”

- Sergeant Rick Schnell, 35-year veteran of the San Diego Police Department
“even if [the homeless people] have no history or likelihood of reoffending.”

With shelter options limited, it has not been unusual for homeless people to accrue multiple 647(e) citations or arrests for violating stay-away orders by remaining at a certain location.

The graph below compares the volume of Penal Code 647(e) citations and arrests in years for which this distribution is available. In 2004, a year of peak enforcement, over 1,000 people were arrested under Penal Code 647(e) in San Diego, and more than one arrest was made for every three citations issued that same year.

![San Diego Citation/Arrest Distribution under PC 647(e) by Year, 1994-2005](image)

A comprehensive distribution of citation and arrest data is not available for years after 2005, but recent statistics provided by the San Diego Police Department confirm that Penal Code 647(e) is still enforced frequently, and disproportionately, compared to other state and municipal codes. Between August and September 2014, for example, the San Diego Police Department made 64 arrests and bookings under Penal Code 647(e). In comparison, the department made only 12 arrests under all other state codes criminalizing lodging and loitering, and made no arrests under any other anti-homeless law.

Still, analysis of data over time reveals that enforcement of Penal Code 647(e) has declined somewhat in recent years, with total arrests and citations hovering around 500 per year since 2007. Changes in policing strategy and successful lawsuits challenging the legality of the city’s criminalization efforts are responsible for the downward trend in illegal lodging enforcement. First, advocates sued the city in 2004, which resulted in a 2007 settlement that stopped police officers from issuing citations and making arrests for illegal lodging on public property between 9 p.m. and 5:30 a.m. In the wake of this settlement, “officers didn’t feel like they were being supported by the city for the arrests [under this code].”
Second, the San Diego Police Department’s Homeless Outreach Team (“HOT”), a unit consisting of police officers, clinicians, and social services staff, has promoted a more “humanistic” approach to enforcement. Over time, HOT has served as a “resource to patrol” and has promoted so-called “field interviews”—educational interactions between police officers and homeless people not leading to formal arrests or citations.\textsuperscript{134}

The downward trend observed in Penal Code 647(e) enforcement may not, however, be indicative of an unambiguous decrease in the recent policing of homelessness. Mr. Binder noted that despite HOT’s work, law enforcement agencies continue to police homelessness in response to public and business complaints, often employing “creative” enforcement strategies.\textsuperscript{135}

One of these strategies has been to rely more heavily on municipal codes that criminalize activities associated with homelessness. Specifically, Vanessa Jimenez, a deputy public defender in San Diego, observed a significant number of citations for overnight camping on tidelands during her past year of practice.\textsuperscript{136} Overnight camping on tidelands, or coastal areas, is prohibited under Section 8.18 of the San Diego Unified Port Code;\textsuperscript{137} the San Diego Harbor Police, an entity separate from the San Diego Police Department, is responsible for enforcing the code. Data on yearly enforcement of Section 8.18 by the San Diego Harbor Police appear below.\textsuperscript{138}
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\caption{San Diego Harbor Police Camping on Tidelands Citations Issued by Year, 2004-2014}
\end{figure}

The data show an increase in the number of citations issued under Section 8.18 starting in 2008, the year following the Penal Code 647(e) settlement. While Harbor Police issued an average of fewer than 10 citations per year under 8.18 between 2004 and 2007, they have issued an average of over 60 citations under this code between 2008 and 2014—the increase from 2007 to 2008 alone went from two to 124.

A second “creative” tactic to target homeless people in public spaces has been to selectively enforce facially neutral municipal codes. One such code is Section 54.0110, titled “Unauthorized
Encroachments Prohibited.” When Section 54.0110 became effective in late 2007, it was intended to eliminate safety hazards associated with unauthorized solid waste or recycling dumpsters and bins.\(^{139}\) The code’s vague language has allowed police to use it against homeless people.\(^{140}\) Sgt. Schnell confirmed that several years after the Penal Code 647(e) settlement terms took effect, the San Diego Police Department identified Section 54.0110 as a potential enforcement tool against homeless people: the department “figure[d] that new section out, [got] it cleared through the City Attorney” on a legal basis, and began using it to cite homeless people.\(^{141}\) Mr. Binder corroborated this account, noting that citations under Section 54.0110 have become increasingly “popular” among his clients.\(^{142}\) Indeed, the August to September 2014 enforcement data list no arrests under municipal codes specifically criminalizing homelessness, but show that five people were arrested under Section 54.0110 during the 60-day period.\(^{143}\)

Finally, Ms. Jimenez confirmed that neutral laws beyond Section 54.0110 are “absolutely applied to more homeless people than non-homeless people” in San Diego.\(^{144}\) Examples include disproportionate enforcement for offenses like trolley fare evasion and public intoxication. San Diego police are not unique in the selective enforcement of vague laws against homeless people.\(^{145}\) The selective enforcement of Section 54.0110 and other neutral codes demonstrates that municipal codes specifically prohibiting activities associated with being homeless—like sitting, sleeping, and eating in public—are not the only enforcement tools. Neutral laws enacted for reasons unrelated to homelessness can also be used against people without homes.

In sum, San Diego has traditionally relied upon California Penal Code 647(e) to criminalize homeless people. But the 2007 settlement prohibiting enforcement of Penal Code 647(e) at night, as well as the growing impact of HOT’s work within the police department, has recently led law enforcement to use other tools to criminalize homelessness. City officials adopted two “creative” tactics in particular, increasing enforcement of Port Code Section 8.18, which prohibits camping in tidelands, and Municipal Code Section 54.0110, a facially neutral code prohibiting encroachments on public property. San Diego’s story demonstrates the adaptable nature of local enforcement practices: even when traditional tools are limited through lawsuits or other forms of pressure, the agencies can rely on other strategies to continue targeted enforcement against homeless people.

4. **Summary of Case Studies**

California cities criminalize homelessness in different ways. While the municipal anti-homeless codes analyzed in Section II serve as the primary enforcement tool in cities like Sacramento and San Francisco, they play a supporting role in the enforcement strategies of cities like San Diego. Even cities that rely predominantly on municipal anti-homeless codes may differ in their approach to enforcement. San Francisco heavily enforces several municipal codes, whereas Sacramento prioritizes just one code. Analysis of enforcement practices in all three cities also indicates that the use of anti-homeless codes, whether municipal or state, is just one aspect of enforcement. Cities selectively enforce facially neutral laws disproportionately against homeless people, and police agencies may use tactics including property confiscation and informal harassment to punish homeless people for their presence in public.
C. Conclusion

California cities use both state and local laws to cite and arrest homeless people. State-level indicators demonstrate that enforcement levels have increased following economic recessions over the past two decades, and that enforcement of loitering and “vagrancy” laws has outpaced enforcement of other anti-homeless measures in recent years.

City case studies reveal that California cities vary widely in their preferred enforcement tools and strategies. Municipal codes criminalizing homelessness are only one tool that cities use to harass homeless residents. Other tools include enforcement of state anti-homeless codes, selective enforcement of laws that appear neutral on their face, and unrecorded harassment.

Even in cities that may not currently rely on municipal codes for enforcement, the proliferation of local anti-homeless laws discussed in Section II is significant. In the context of a broad enforcement toolkit that can be applied selectively, such proliferation has provided cities with additional enforcement options. If local efforts block cities from enforcing one or more state or local codes, numerous other enforcement options remain available.

***

IV. The Impact of Anti-Homeless Laws and Enforcement

As described above, California cities are increasingly enacting and selectively enforcing anti-homeless laws. As a result, homeless people are frequently punished for the act of being present in public. The criminalization of homelessness extends beyond daily harassment and indignity, however, to include broader socioeconomic, legal, and fiscal consequences. Importantly, there is ample evidence of more humane and less expensive alternatives to criminalization.

A. Enforcement Harms Homeless People and Perpetuates Poverty

By enforcing anti-homeless laws, California cities target their most vulnerable residents and further complicate their daily struggle for survival and dignity. During initial encounters with homeless people, police officers often issue citations, which can carry significant fines. Citations under Sacramento’s strict anti-camping law, for example, carry fines of $120;146 while citations under Penal Code 647(e) in San Diego carry fines of $245 or more.147 For people already living in poverty, such fines are prohibitively expensive. A sample of infraction cases from San Francisco in 2000 found that fines were paid in full in only seven percent of cases.148 The failure to pay these fines can lead to arrest, and subsequent incarceration perpetuates the poverty cycle.149

For people seeking jobs to escape homelessness and poverty, arrests and resulting criminal records—even for infractions for activities as innocuous as resting—are a significant barrier to employment.150 And for those who are employed, an arrest and associated court appearances can cost them their jobs.151 Enforcement thus creates barriers to finding and maintaining work, which makes it more difficult for homeless people to escape poverty.

In addition, involvement with the criminal justice system often restricts homeless people’s eligibility for public programs, cutting them off from the social safety net designed to protect them. For example, Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits, a form of income support for low-income disabled adults and children, are suspended during incarceration,152 and federal and state regulations allow Public Housing Authorities to deny applicants based on arrest records.153
The enactment and enforcement of anti-homeless laws does nothing to address the root causes of homelessness. People barred from accessing public assistance, qualifying for public housing, and finding employment have limited means to escape poverty. Indeed, the demoralizing psychological impact of being arrested for sitting or sleeping in public can reduce individuals’ trust in the social safety net. By prolonging the cycle of poverty, the criminalization of homelessness ensures that many people remain homeless.\textsuperscript{154}

**B. Enforcement Can Be Illegal**

Anti-homeless laws enforced against people who have no choice but to live in public also raise serious constitutional questions.\textsuperscript{155} Most homeless people in California are unsheltered, meaning they sleep in public out of necessity.\textsuperscript{156} In this context, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held a Los Angeles municipal law that prohibited sitting, lying, or sleeping in public places violated homeless people’s Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.\textsuperscript{157} When laws prohibiting sleeping or camping in public become an enforcement priority, the resulting arrest campaigns may restrict the right of homeless people to move freely.\textsuperscript{158} And the confiscation of property that often accompanies such arrest campaigns—highlighted previously in the case study of Sacramento—may violate Fourth Amendment guarantees against unreasonable searches and seizures.\textsuperscript{159}

At the same time, neutral laws used to criminalize homelessness often employ general terms that allow for selective enforcement. Such laws have been challenged for violating the Fourteenth Amendment’s constitutional guarantee of equal protection.\textsuperscript{160} As noted above, in 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Jacksonville, Florida vagrancy ordinance on the grounds that it was unconstitutionally vague.\textsuperscript{161} The court further reasoned that the law allowed people to be arrested based on a lower standard than probable cause, which is required by law.\textsuperscript{162} San Diego has increasingly relied on a facially neutral municipal code written to prohibit the encroachment of dumpsters in public alleyways as a tool for criminalizing homelessness in recent years.\textsuperscript{163} Anti-panhandling codes, too, are often written vaguely enough to allow for discriminatory enforcement.\textsuperscript{164}

Challenges to laws criminalizing homelessness on the grounds of arbitrary enforcement have gained some traction in recent years. In June 2014, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit struck down a Los Angeles municipal code that prohibited people from “us[ing] a vehicle parked or standing… as living quarters.”\textsuperscript{165} The court held that the code was unconstitutionally vague and violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because it failed to clearly notify people of the conduct it criminalized, and because it promoted arbitrary enforcement of the law against homeless people.\textsuperscript{166} Many municipal codes have yet to be challenged, perhaps because the people these laws target are among the least likely members of society to use legal assistance.\textsuperscript{167} As cities enact and enforce vague anti-homeless laws, they may be increasingly vulnerable to constitutional challenges.

**C. Enforcement is Expensive**

The criminalization of homelessness not only targets California’s most vulnerable citizens, potentially in violation of the Constitution, but it also has significant financial implications for cities, counties, and the state. In the case studies discussed above, law enforcement agencies in San Francisco, Sacramento, and San Diego have issued thousands of citations to homeless people each year. Even if citations take 10 minutes or less to issue, such enforcement adds up to
significant police time each year, funneling time and money away from more serious matters.\footnote{168}

The court system then processes the citations that police officers issue, which results in additional costs. In San Francisco alone, Superior Court processing costs for anti-homeless citations were estimated at $4.10 per case in 2000, resulting in a total cost of $77,900 for anti-homeless citations that year.\footnote{169} The San Francisco District Attorney’s office then spent $317,086 processing anti-homeless infractions and misdemeanors in the same fiscal year. With inflation and heightened enforcement, these figures are almost certainly higher today. Cities across California similarly expend resources to process citations, likely resulting in a financial cost of millions of dollars per year statewide.\footnote{170}

Counties incur additional expenses when people are jailed for violating anti-homeless laws and not paying their fines. An analysis of cost studies of homeless interventions conducted between 2004 and 2009 in major U.S. cities, including Los Angeles and San Francisco, found that U.S. jurisdictions spend an average of $87 per day to incarcerate an individual in a county jail, but only $28 per day—less than a third of that figure—to offer shelter.\footnote{171} Incarceration places a high cost burden not only on homeless people themselves, but also on the state criminal justice system. Moreover, the costs of criminalization and the costs of providing housing services are not borne equally by governmental agencies. Cities decide whether to issue citations, but counties pay for the judicial and jail costs that result from these citations.\footnote{172} The resulting misalignment of financial impacts between different levels of government creates little incentive for cities to pursue alternatives to criminalizing homelessness.

The costs highlighted above, however, do not fully capture the fiscal impact of criminalization. As discussed earlier in this Section, citations and arrests also carry longer-term consequences and perpetuate the cycle of poverty and homelessness. Prolonged homelessness greatly reduces life expectancy and health. While California-specific figures are not available, a study in New York City found, for example, that homeless people spent four days longer on average in hospitals than comparable housed people per visit.\footnote{173} Similarly, the Utah Housing and Community Development Division found that homeless people incur an average annual cost of $16,670 in emergency room visits and jail stays—nearly $6,000 more than the annual cost of an apartment and a social worker.\footnote{174} These costs could be avoided if cities focused on housing homeless people rather than criminalizing their presence in public.

D. More Humane and Less Expensive Alternatives to Criminalization Exist

Given the high direct and indirect costs of criminalizing homelessness, U.S. cities that have embraced alternatives to heavy enforcement have seen cost savings. The Housing First program in Seattle, for example, offered permanent housing to homeless people with alcohol addictions and extreme health care costs. A comparison of average costs for housed participants and a wait-list reference group revealed a net cost savings of nearly $2,450 per month per housed individual, even after accounting for the cost of the housing program.\footnote{175} A recent study in Central Florida reported similar results: offering permanent housing rather than relying on enforcement of anti-homeless laws resulted in an annual savings of $21,014 per person.\footnote{176}

Similar initiatives in California have generated cost savings as well. In Los Angeles from 2008 to 2010, a program called Project 50 offered housing and supportive services to 50 chronically homeless individuals living on Skid Row. After an initial investment of $3 million, the program was cost neutral after two years and generated a surplus of $238,700
($4,774 per occupied unit of housing) because of savings on incarceration and medical services.\textsuperscript{177}

San Francisco’s Community Housing Partnership, a nonprofit that uses the Housing First model, has demonstrated the effectiveness of job training programs in preparing formerly homeless individuals for employment and self-sufficiency. The organization’s employment preparation program, Solutions SF, increased the number of permanent job placements for formerly homeless participants by over 200 percent in fiscal year 2012-2013 compared with prior years.\textsuperscript{178} While the cost savings stemming from this initiative have not been quantified, promoting stable employment among formerly homeless individuals generates substantial savings by decreasing the demand for short-term social services. The success of Project 50 and the Community Housing Partnership demonstrates the feasibility of alternatives in California.

In sum, the criminalization of homelessness is problematic for a wide variety of reasons. Not only do existing enforcement patterns deprive homeless people of means to escape poverty, but they also burden cities with significant financial costs while raising legal questions. By reducing its support for development of affordable housing and by allowing municipal criminalization of homelessness, California has adopted a counterproductive approach—especially given the existence of demonstrated alternatives that are more humane and less expensive. The concluding Section of this report offers insight on steps toward change.

***

Conclusion and Steps Toward Change

In recent decades, California cities have increasingly responded to persistent homelessness by criminalizing the presence of homeless people in public. The number of municipal codes criminalizing activities associated with being homeless—including sleeping, standing, and eating in public—has more than doubled since 1990 in the 58 cities studied. And the pace of enactment shows no signs of slowing down. Compared with most major cities across the United States, California cities are now substantially more likely to place restrictions on camping in public, lodging in vehicles, and resting in particular places, among other activities.

The enactment of anti-homeless laws at the municipal level has expanded criminalization and punishment of the state’s most vulnerable residents by local authorities. Cities like Sacramento and San Francisco have relied heavily on local codes to criminalize the daily activities of their homeless populations in recent years. Yet municipal laws are just one component of a broader toolkit for criminalization. Cities like San Diego rely predominantly on state codes for enforcement, using municipal codes as an auxiliary tool. Enforcement approaches differ across cities, but their impact is consistent: the criminalization of homeless people perpetuates poverty, deprives people of basic rights, and drains city and state budgets.

We need a new approach. While detailed policy recommendations are beyond the scope of this report, our research points in three general directions for change.

A. Seek a State-Level Solution

Ending the criminalization of homelessness in California requires action at the state level. Cities have significant discretion in enacting anti-homeless laws and selectively enforcing them. Some rely primarily on local anti-homeless laws, while others primarily enforce state laws. Local agencies also display “creativity” in enforcement, repurposing unrelated municipal laws to target
the activities of homeless people when lawsuits threaten the use of established state or municipal codes.

For this reason, restricting only some enforcement tools can be ineffectual. Where advocates have succeeded in blocking enforcement of certain local or state codes, cities have opted to enforce other laws. Inconsistent enforcement strategies across California also result in “justice by geography” where homeless people are treated very differently. Perhaps most importantly, without state-level intervention, California cities have been engaged in a race to the bottom by increasing criminalization, hoping to drive homeless people elsewhere and make them someone else’s problem. Comprehensive reform must target the full range of state codes and municipal laws that criminalize homelessness.

B. Improve Data Collection and Reporting

Data collection for this report revealed large gaps in cities’ reporting of enforcement activities against homeless people. City agencies do not report the number of citations issued under municipal anti-homeless codes to the state. Statewide reports of city-level enforcement under state codes do exist, but they aggregate enforcement data into vague categories like “vagrancy,” which do not indicate which specific laws the cities use to criminalize homelessness. In addition, cities do not uniformly report this data to the California Department of Justice. Some cities report arrests only, but others may include citations as part of an overall enforcement count.

The quality of data tracking at the local level also varies considerably. While some cities track citations issued under specific local anti-homeless codes, others classify all anti-homeless violations as municipal code infractions, making disaggregation impossible. Still others do not track citation statistics at all. Further, no city contacted for the purposes of this report tracks enforcement of laws specifically against homeless people. And importantly, information on citations, warrants, arrests, and incarceration rates may be held by separate public agencies, making it impossible to piece together a complete record of criminalization.

Effective reforms must address these shortcomings. Unless statistics on the criminalization of homelessness are reported at the city level and tracked statewide, we cannot determine whether new policies are making a significant impact on enforcement practices. Strong state-level change requires universal and uniform tracking of enforcement activities against homeless people.

C. Align Stakeholder Incentives

Finally, policies aimed to end the criminalization of homelessness in California must account for the many stakeholders involved in perpetuating the current patterns of enactment and enforcement. Police agencies do not unilaterally decide to enforce local and state laws against homeless people. Rather, as the case studies in this report demonstrate, police commonly enforce anti-homeless laws in response to pressure from local politicians, business leaders, and members of the public who are frustrated by the acute levels of homelessness that impact the standard of living for all Californians, especially those who have no homes.

Curtailing law enforcement’s ability to target homeless people would not stop others from demanding action. Indeed, in the absence of steps to raise awareness and help homeless people escape poverty, reform might only encourage cities to find more creative enforcement tactics. In the long term, therefore, decision-makers must account for all stakeholders when crafting
policies to end the criminalization of homelessness. Comprehensive reform can only be achieved if the incentives of the public, the business community, the political powers, and government agencies at both city and county levels are aligned with a commitment to treat homeless people as people and not problems.

Unfortunately, California’s municipal leaders have responded to growing homelessness by criminalizing people for engaging in necessary, life-sustaining activities. Cities have enacted laws to punish people who have no choice but to be present—that is, to sleep, stand, and eat—in public. Criminalizing these activities does not provide people with an alternative space to survive; it only wastes precious resources and deepens the cycle of poverty. Legislators, law enforcement agencies, and other community stakeholders must develop new approaches to help those who have nowhere to live but outside. Given the high number of homeless people and the extent of criminalization in California compared to other states, the Golden State is uniquely positioned to lead the way. California’s state leaders must pursue solutions that are more effective, economical, and humane.
## Appendix A: Count of Anti-Homeless Laws by California City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Standing, Sitting, and Resting</th>
<th>Sleeping, Camping, and Lodging</th>
<th>Begging and Panhandling</th>
<th>Food Sharing</th>
<th>Total Restrictions</th>
<th>Total Laws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chula Vista</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Cajon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elk Grove</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escondido</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden Grove</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glendale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayward</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington Beach</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irvine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancaster</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modesto</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreno Valley</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada City</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxnard</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmdale</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palo Alto</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasadena</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomona</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redondo Beach</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roseville</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bruno</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Ana</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Rosa</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Number of Restrictions by Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Standing, Sitting, and Resting</th>
<th>Sleeping, Camping, and Lodging</th>
<th>Begging and Panhandling</th>
<th>Food Sharing</th>
<th>Total Restrictions</th>
<th>Total Laws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simi Valley</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Tahoe</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyvale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thousand Oaks</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukiah</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union City</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallejo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittier</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>227</strong></td>
<td><strong>171</strong></td>
<td><strong>168</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>581</strong></td>
<td><strong>500</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Examples of Anti-Homeless Laws in California

A. **LOITERING**

**Lancaster**


A. Rights-of-Way. No person, after first being warned by a peace officer to vacate the premises, or where a sign has been posted giving notice of the provisions of this chapter, shall loiter in or upon any public street, sidewalk, curb, crosswalk or other public right-of-way so as to obstruct the free passage of pedestrian or vehicular traffic thereon. This section does not prohibit a person from sitting upon a public right-of-way if:

1. Necessitated by physical disability;
2. Viewing a legally conducted parade; or
3. On a bench lawfully installed.

B. Buildings. No person shall loiter so as to obstruct or prevent access to any structure or building open to the public.

C. Shopping Centers. No person, after first being warned by a peace officer to vacate the premises, or where a sign has been posted giving notice of the provisions of this chapter, shall loiter in a parking lot of a shopping center without lawful business in any of the retail stores or service establishments of such shopping center.

*(Prior code § 4-1.11)*

**Los Angeles**

Sec. 41.18. Sidewalks, pedestrian subways – loitering.

(b) No person shall loiter in any tunnel, pedestrian subway, or on any bridge overpass, or at or near the entrance thereto or exit therefrom, or at or near any abutment or retaining wall adjacent to such entrance or exit, or any retaining wall or abutment adjacent to any freeway, street or highway open and used for vehicular traffic, or adjacent to that portion thereof used for vehicular traffic, or on any public property in the proximity of such bridge, overpass, or retaining wall or abutment.

Sec. 41.18 has not been preempted by State Legislation encompassing loitering offenses.


B. **SIT/LIE**

**San Jose**

10.10.010 Prohibition on sitting or lying down on sidewalks.

No person shall sit or lie down upon a public sidewalk, or upon a blanket, chair, stool, or any other object placed upon a public sidewalk, in the pedestrian facilitation zone, during the hours between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m. (midnight).

*(Ord. 25287)*

**Palo Alto**

9.48.025 Sitting or lying on public sidewalks in University Avenue area/commercial downtown Palo Alto - Prohibited.

(a) No person shall sit or lie down upon the public sidewalk, or upon a blanket, chair, stool, or any other object placed upon the public sidewalk within fifty feet of any commercial property between Lytton Avenue and Channing Avenue from Alma Street to Emerson Street and the area between Lytton Avenue and Forest Avenue from Emerson Street to Webster Street during the hours between 11:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.

(b) The prohibition set forth above in this section shall not apply to:

1. Any person sitting or lying down on the sidewalk due to a medical emergency;
2. Any person who, as the result of a disability, utilizes a wheelchair or similar device to move about the public sidewalk;
3. Any child accompanied by an adult who is seated in and using a stroller, or similar device, to move about the public sidewalk;
4. Any person sitting or lying down upon a chair, bench or planter box wall located on the public sidewalk which is placed there by a public agency;
(5) Any person sitting or lying down upon a chair or bench located upon the public sidewalk which is placed there by an abutting private property owner or tenant pursuant to a commercial sidewalk encroachment permit, temporary lease, or temporary street closure permit;

(6) Any person sitting or lying down while conducting, attending, or participating in an activity or event which is authorized by a lawfully issued temporary street closure permit or other permit issued by the city which permits use of the public sidewalk;

(7) Sitting on a public sidewalk within a bus zone while waiting for public or private transportation.

c No person shall be cited under this section unless the person engages in conduct prohibited by this section after having been notified by a law enforcement officer that he or she is in violation of the prohibition in this section.

(Ord. 4955 § 2, 2007: Ord. 4588 § 1, 1999: Ord. 4404 § 2, 1997)

San Bernardino
12.44.030 Streets, sidewalks and crosswalks to be kept free of obstructions.

B. It is unlawful for any person to willfully and maliciously stand or sit in, obstruct or occupy any public street, sidewalk or crosswalk, or sit, stand in, obstruct or occupy any public stairway, escalator, elevator, passageway, or sidewalk in or immediately surrounding a public mall or building owned, operated or maintained by the City, or stand, sit in, occupy or obstruct the entrance or exit to and from any public hall, meeting place and public building within the boundaries of the City, so as in any manner to obstruct the free passage thereon or to hinder, molest or annoy any person while passing along the same.

C. Any person who violates any provision of this section is guilty of an infraction, which upon conviction thereof is punishable in accordance with the provisions of Section 1.12.010 of this Code.

(Ord. MC-460, 5-13-85; Ord.3950 §1, 1980; Ord. 3711, 1978; Ord.120 §§1, 2, 1892)

C. SLEEPING

Roseville

B. No person shall sit, lie or sleep in or upon any highway, alley, sidewalk or crosswalk or other public way open for pedestrian travel within the city. The provisions of this section do not prohibit sitting upon a public highway, alley, sidewalk, or crosswalk or other public way open for pedestrian travel if:
   1. Necessitated by the physical disability of such person; or
   2. Viewing a legally conducted parade; or
   3. On a bench lawfully installed for such purpose.

C. Violation of this section may be charged as either an infraction or misdemeanor in the discretion of the city attorney.

(Ord. 2191 § 1, 1989; Ord. 1384 § 2, 1978; prior code § 21.16)183

Pomona
Sec. 46-606. - Unlawful areas to sleep.

It shall be unlawful for any person to sleep in the following places:

   1. In or on any public street or sidewalk or in or on city walkways, paseos, or other public ways intended for pedestrian or vehicular use and owned or maintained by the city.
   2. On the grounds of city-owned or city-maintained buildings, facilities or other improved city property.

(Ord. No. 3969, § 1(18.5-6), 11-18-2002)185

D. CAMPING

Palmdale
9.46.010 Unpermitted camping, lodging and sleeping prohibited.

(A) No person shall camp, lodge, or sleep on a public street (including in a vehicle parked on a public street), on publicly owned property, and in public parks and other prohibited public places; provided, that nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit camping in public campgrounds pursuant to a permit or license authorized under federal, state or local statute or ordinance.

(B) “Camping” means residing in or using any public street, publicly owned property, public park, or other prohibited public place for living accommodation, lodging, or sleeping purposes, as exemplified by remaining for prolonged or repeated periods of time not associated with ordinary use of the street, property, or public
place, with one’s possessions or while storing one’s possessions (including but not limited to clothing; sleeping bags, bed rolls, blankets, sheets, hammocks, or other sleeping implements; luggage; backpacks; kitchen utensils; cookware; and food or beverages), cooking or consuming meals, or lodging in a parked vehicle. These activities constitute camping when it reasonably appears in light of all the circumstances that a person is using the street, property, or place as a living, lodging, or sleeping accommodation regardless of his or her intent, or the nature of any other activities in which he or she might also be engaged.

(C) “Prohibited public places” means any public place not designated as a public campground pursuant to federal, state, or local statute or ordinance and shall include the following:

1. Public streets, sidewalks, alleyways, passageways, paseos, and rights-of-way;
2. Publicly owned property;
3. Public parks, except as may be permitted under PMC 8.24.260;
4. Public parking lots, whether privately owned or publicly owned;
5. Public landscaped areas, whether publicly owned or privately owned and maintained pursuant to a public landscape easement;
6. Private property that is readily accessible to the general public, or is otherwise open to common or general use or view;
7. Vacant lots;
8. Drainage culverts and basins.

(Ord. 1199 § 1, 2002)

Orange

12.48.045 - Camping Prohibition.
No person shall:

A. Use the park for the purposes of camping, except by permit or under the auspices of a program of the Department of Community Services.
B. Maintain, erect or permit the erection of any hut, shanty, tent, tarpaulin, or any other type of temporary structure under his control in any park except with a permit from the Department or as part of an approved recreation activity.

(Ord. 1-04 § 1, 2004)

Pomona

Sec. 46-603. - Unlawful camping.
Unless otherwise permitted by law, it is unlawful for any person to camp or use camp paraphernalia in or on any public park, street, sidewalk or other public property.

(Ord. No. 3969, § 1(18.5-3), 11-18-2002)

E. LODGING IN VEHICLES

Oxnard

SEC. 8-26. SLEEPING IN MOTOR VEHICLES; EXCEPTIONS.
No person shall sleep in any motor vehicle or transportable living facility upon public property. This section shall not apply to registered guests, campers, or residents sleeping in vehicles at mobile home or recreational vehicle parks validly existing pursuant to city zoning requirements. This section shall not apply to sleeping in a motor vehicle or transportable living facility for a limited time, not exceeding four hours, under bona fide conditions of emergency or in the interest of public safety.

(64 Code, Sec. 18-124) (Ord. No. 2405)

Garden Grove

Section 10.56.180: Vehicles as Living Quarters Prohibited
1. No person shall occupy or use any camp car, camp trailer, camper, house car, mobile home, trailer coach, or other vehicle or trailer as a dwelling or for living or sleeping quarters upon any public street, right-of-way, alley, or other public property or nonresidential property within the city except in a public or private trailer park or camping ground. This Subsection shall not apply to any mobile home or trailer coach located on a permanent foundation pursuant to provisions of the Health and Safety Code.

2. For purposes of this Section "dwelling", "living", or "sleeping quarters" means that any of the vehicles described herein are being used by an individual or individuals as their basic residence in lieu of traditional building structures designed to house human beings including structures maintained in mobile home parks. This Section is not intended to prohibit individuals traveling from one community to another, resting in one of the
above described vehicles including sleeping while in direct transit from one location outside the city to another location outside the city.

(Ordinance 2804 § 1, 2011; Ordinance 1814 § 2, 1983)

F. BEGGING/PANHANDLING

Chula Vista
9.21.010 Begging and soliciting alms prohibited.
It is unlawful for any person at any place within the City to beg or solicit alms or any other thing or money for his support or for the support of anyone else, or for any other purpose, or to make a business of begging or soliciting alms, money, or thing of value, either by word or act or combination thereof, as hereinafter defined.

(Ord. 2337 § 2, 1989; Ord. 964 § 1, 1965; Ord. 874 § 2, 1964; prior code § 26A.1(A). Formerly 9.20.010)

Oakland
5.18.030 - Soliciting for private needs.
No person shall solicit contributions for himself or herself in or upon any public street or public place in the city.

(Prior code § 3-2.081)

G. AGGRESSIVE PANHANDLING

Pomona
Sec. 30-608. - Aggressive panhandling and solicitation.
(a) No panhandler or licensed solicitor shall solicit, ask or beg in an aggressive manner within the City of Pomona.
(b) Aggressive manner shall mean any of the following:
   (1) Approaching or speaking to a person, or following a person before, during or after soliciting, asking or begging, if that conduct is intended or is likely to cause a reasonable person to (i) fear bodily harm to oneself or to another, damage to or loss of property, or (ii) otherwise be intimidated into giving money or other thing of value;
   (2) Intentionally touching or causing physical contact with another person without that person's consent in the course of soliciting, asking or begging;
   (3) Intentionally blocking or interfering with the safe or free passage of a pedestrian or vehicle by any means, including unreasonably causing a pedestrian or vehicle operator to take evasive action to avoid physical contact;
   (4) Using violent or threatening gestures toward a person solicited either before, during, or after soliciting, asking or begging;
   (5) Persisting in closely following or approaching a person, after the person solicited has been solicited and informed the solicitor by words or conduct that such person does not want to be solicited or does not want to give money or any other thing of value to the solicitor; or
   (6) Using profane, offensive or abusive language which is inherently likely to provoke an immediate violent reaction either before, during, or after solicitation.

(Ord. No. 4034, § 3, 8-1-2005)

H. FOOD SHARING

San Bernardino
§ 33.0408 Nonpermanent Food Facilities.
(a) Permits Required. Except as exempted herein, it shall be unlawful for any person to proclaim, hawk, peddle, cater, prepare, or serve food to the public from any nonpermanent food facility, as defined in the Health and Safety Code, without first applying for, receiving and retaining an unexpired, unsuspended and unrevoked permit from DEHS for each, and paying fees to DEHS in those amounts specified in the San Bernardino County Code Schedule of Fees.

[...]


Thousand Oaks
Sec. 5-8.08. Regulation of camping.
(e) Cooking. No person shall cook food on any public place, including but not limited to, designated open space, public parks or parking lots or other public areas. This section shall not prohibit cooking in areas designated for such purposes.¹⁹³
NOTES

1 In this report, we do not analyze a number of other municipal code sections that are also used against homeless people. Restrictions on public urination, public defecation, and scavenging through dumpsters are omitted because they ban specific activities rather than homeless people’s overall presence in public. We do not report our findings regarding restrictions on trespassing in public places and storing property in public because these bans constitute a small percentage of the total anti-homeless laws (less than eight percent) and are not easily compared to the national data gathered by the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty.
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57 Roulette v. City of Seattle, 97 F.3d 300 (1996). The Ninth Circuit upheld the Seattle law on substantive due process grounds, finding that the ordinance would be constitutional as applied in a large fraction of cases. Id. at 306. The court also rejected the plaintiff’s claim that prohibiting sitting or lying on the sidewalk limited their First Amendment right to free expression. Id. at 305.

58 E.g., Amster v. City of Tempe, 248 F.3d 1198, 1199 (9th Cir. 2001) (upholding the constitutionality of a local law that prohibited sitting or lying in a commercial district between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. Sunday-Thursday, and 7:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m. Friday and Saturday). City-wide restrictions that can be enforced 24 hours a day have proven to be more problematic. Since Roulette, the Ninth Circuit has held that two los Angeles anti-homeless statutes were unconstitutional: Jones v. City of L.A., 444 F.3d 1118 (9th Cir. 2006), and Desertain v. City of L.A., 754 F.3d 1147 (9th Cir. 2014). See infra note 157 and accompanying text, and notes 145, 160, 165-66 and accompanying text, respectively.
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or place, whether public or private, without the permission of the owner or person entitled to the possession or in control of it.”

69 Cities can, and do, use other sections of the California Penal Code to remove homeless people from the public eye, including: §§ 602(m), 602.1(a), 602.1(b), 647(c), 647(h), and 647c. See infra Part III (providing case studies of cities that criminalize homelessness using the California Penal Code).

61 BAUMAN, supra note 5.

A prior team of clinic students initially collected code data in the fall of 2013. We conducted a second round of research in fall 2014 using the same methodology. When reviewing each of the 58 municipal codes, we focused primarily on the following sections (and their variations): “Health and Safety,” “Public Peace, Morals and Welfare,” “Vehicles and Traffic,” and “Streets, Sidewalks and Public Places.” Most of the municipal codes had search functions. We used the following search terms to identify codes: sleeping, sleep, camping, camp, sitting, lying, lodge, vehicle, loiter, loitering, loafing, vagrancy, obstruction, trespass, storage, bathing, urination, defecation, scavenging, begging, aggressive, panhandling, solicitation, and food. This methodology may miss code sections that use synonyms for these search terms. However, conducting research in two iterations has likely minimized the number of missed codes. We also collected census data on city population, demographic, and economic indicators where available.


64 The 58 cities do not represent a random sample of California communities. By primarily analyzing California’s largest cities, this report focuses on criminalization practices in urban settings. Also, by including smaller communities with active WRAP affiliates, the report oversamples cities that have historically been identified with homeless issues and may be relatively more likely to have municipal laws criminalizing homelessness.

65 14 percent of the 500 laws analyzed prohibit more than one type of activity. See Appendix A for a count of anti-homeless laws in the 58 cities.

66 For sample wording of food-sharing laws in California cities, see Appendix B.

67 Rancho Cucamonga was the sole city studied without this type of restriction.

68 In cases where laws were associated with multiple dates (reflecting a series of amendments), we used the earliest date for the purpose of this analysis. This methodology biases the analysis toward overestimating the proportion of laws passed in earlier time periods.

69 The final bar (2010-2019) includes 55 laws enacted through October 2014. The remaining 55 laws shown in light red are a prorated projection of the number of codes expected by the end of the decade if current trends continue.


73 BAUMAN, supra note 5.

74 This comparison between California and the rest of the nation does not control for city size. Because 58 cities come from California alone and 166 cities represent the remaining 49 states, the 166 comparison cities are more likely to be large, prominent population centers. Based on patterns observed in California, larger cities are likely to have a higher number of anti-homeless laws. If the California-U.S. comparison controlled for population size, the high prevalence of anti-homeless laws in California might be even more pronounced relative to the rest of the country.

75 The UCR numbers in this report are aggregated by the University of Michigan. UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING PROGRAM RESOURCE GUIDE, NATIONAL ARCHIVE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE DATA, http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/content/NACJD/guides/ucr.html (last visited Nov. 25, 2014).

of citations issued by the San Francisco Police Department. Police occasionally forget to send copies of all citations, and that certain citations are not logged by the HSA to the HSA for data entry. John Murray, the HSA employee in charge of compiling citation data, indicated that the Department does not log citation data directly. Instead, police officers make copies of citations issued and send them in a public place or vehicle are: S.F., § 647(c), 647(e), 647(h), 647b, and 653b(a) (West 2013).

The two arrest counts fall within one percent of one another for 2003-2012. Note that the OAG’s definition of “disorderly conduct” differs from the definition used by UCR. CAL. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CODEBOOK FOR THE 2003-2012 ARRESTS, supra note 77; Crime in the United States 2012: Offense Definitions, supra note 76.

The other cities were Los Angeles, San Jose, Fresno, Santa Barbara, and Nevada City. We were unable to obtain sufficient data from Los Angeles and San Jose. We obtained more data from Fresno, Santa Barbara, and Nevada City, but exclude them here for purposes of brevity. The three case studies included sufficiently examine enforcement practices related to municipal anti-homeless codes.

The 10 codes that criminalize standing, sitting, and resting in public places are: S.F., §§ 22(a), 23(a), 25(a)-(b), art. 2, §§ 121, 124.2, 168, art. 13, § 912; S.F., PUB. WORKS CODE art. 15, § 723. The six codes that criminalize sleeping, camping, and lodging in a public place or vehicle are: S.F., PARK CODE §§ 3.12-3.13; S.F., POLICE CODE art. 1.1 § 97; S.F., CAL., PORT CODE §§ 2.9-2.10; S.F., CAL., TRANS. CODE § 7.2.54. The seven codes that prohibit begging and panhandling are: S.F., §§ 22(a), Pub. Serv. Code § 22, 69; S.F., CAL., PARK CODE § 3.10; S.F., CAL., POLICE CODE art. 2 § 120-2, art. 13, §§ 864, 954, 955.

HSA collects data on police citations issued under a set of “quality-of-life” laws. The San Francisco Police Department does not log citation data directly. Instead, police officers make copies of citations issued and send them to the HSA for data entry. John Murray, the HSA employee in charge of compiling citation data, indicated that police occasionally forget to send copies of all citations, and that certain citations are not logged by the HSA because they are illegible. Due to these factors, the HSA data used in this report likely underreport the total number of citations issued by the San Francisco Police Department.

San Francisco Municipal Code Section 25 is not included in the Section II analysis because it prohibits trespassing on business property. However, San Francisco businesses rely on this section to prohibit people from resting on sidewalks in front of business entrances. For this reason, it is included in the enforcement data.
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San Diego Unified Port District Code Section 8.18 was enacted in 1966 and last amended in 2008. San Diego Unified Port District Code Section 8.18(a) reads: (a) Purpose. The tidelands of the District should be readily accessible and available to visitors and the public at large. The use of tidelands areas for camping purposes or storage of personal property interferes with the rights of others to use the tidelands in ways they were intended. The purpose of this Article is to maintain the tidelands within the District in a clean and accessible condition.

Data for January 1, 2004 – September 30, 2014 come directly from Lorna Hicks, the Police Records Supervisor for the Port of San Diego. E-mail from Lorna Hicks, Police Records Supervisor, Port of San Diego, to Marina Fisher (Oct. 24, 2014) (on file with author).


SAN DIEGO, CAL., MUN. CODE § 54.0110. “It is unlawful for any person to erect, place, allow to remain, construct, establish, plant, or maintain any vegetation or object on any public street, alley, sidewalk, highway, or other public property or public right-of-way.”
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TO: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

FROM: Councilmembers Linda Maio and Jesse Arreguin

SUBJECT: Berkeley’s Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces

RECOMMENDATION:
Discuss and refer the following to the City Manager for implementation, regarding our commercial areas:

1. Ordinance preventing panhandling within 10 feet of a parking pay station (akin to our ATM ordinance).

2. Review ordinances other cities use to address public urination/defecation and return with recommendations for implementation; ensure public restrooms are available and well publicized. Involve BART in exploring possible locations.

3. Ordinance preventing the placement of personal objects in planters, tree wells, or within 3 feet of a tree well.

4. Ordinance preventing lying on planter walls or inside of planters.

5. Ordinance preventing deployment of bedding, tenting, sleeping pads, mattresses, blankets, etc. on sidewalks and plazas from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

6. Ordinance preventing personal items from being affixed to public fixtures including poles, bike racks (except bikes), planters, trees, tree guards, newspaper racks, parking meters and pay stations. Pet leashes exempt only as not prohibited in BMC 10.12.110.

7. Ordinance preventing unpermitted cooking on public sidewalks.

8. Survey business districts to determine adequacy of enforcement of current ordinances; develop an action plan for consistent enforcement as needed.

9. Clarify if “no trespass” signs on private property extend to sitting against buildings.

10. Assess adequacy of six-foot right-of-way to enable sufficient pedestrian and wheelchair passage particularly in high-traffic areas.
11. Refer to the budget process extending transition-aged youth shelter hours beyond winter months.

BACKGROUND:
Conditions in our commercial areas, particularly the Downtown and on Telegraph Avenue, require our attention. A clear expression of the City's rules expressed in our existing laws, and in a few new ordinances, will go a long way to establishing clarity for law enforcement and ensuring that the entire public has access to the public streets and plazas unimpeded. Our parks are available during the day for anyone who needs respite and are used for that purpose frequently.

What is proposed above will create consistency in the enforcement of current ordinances. These ordinances have often been referred to as being adequate in governing street behavior, but they need to be clarified, and new ordinances considered. The proposed ordinances would protect the public infrastructure, enable maintenance, ensure street cleanliness, enable full public access to all facilities, and preserve our landscaped areas, to name a few. This recommendation also requests that we again address the need for public restrooms that are available 24/7 and are well-publicized. As a public entity BART should be part of these discussions.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Should improve maintenance efficiency, prevent damage and the need for replacements, and increase patronage of our commercial areas; staff time costs; costs involved in restroom facilities could be significant; budget referral for extending shelter hours (unknown at this writing).

CONTACT:
Councilmember Linda Maio, District 1, 510-981-7110
To: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Manager

From: Councilmember Jesse Arreguin

Subject: Amendment to Item 19: Berkeley's Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces

RECOMMENDATION:
Consider and adopt the following amendment to Item 19 “Berkeley's Community Commercial Sidewalks and Public Spaces”:

Discuss and refer the following to the FY 2016-2017 budget process and to the City Manager and Homeless Commission to report back to Council regarding the implementation of the following policies and programs to address homelessness in Berkeley: for implementation:

1. Return to City Council with information on the feasibility and projected revenues generated from extending parking meter enforcement in the Downtown and Telegraph Avenue to 8 p.m. on Monday through Saturday, and return to Council with an ordinance to extend meter enforcement times to 8 p.m. so that revenue can be earmarked to fund the new homeless services proposed.

2. Consider hiring additional Homeless Outreach staff to provide direct outreach to homeless people living on Berkeley streets to help direct them to housing and services. (The City currently has only 1 full-time Homeless Outreach staff person).

3. Consider increasing the days and hours of the Mobile Crisis Unit.

4. Consider whether Berkeley Police require additional training regarding interacting with the homeless and the street population, coordination with Mobile Crisis and service providers to promote collaboration and facilitate information sharing, and regarding how to respond to people with mental illness.

5. Implement the Homeless Commission’s September 16, 2014 recommendation to provide $100,000 in annual rental subsidies for transition-age youth who are chronically homeless in Berkeley.
6. Consider contracting with a non-profit organization to provide specialized outreach to homeless transition-age youth.

7. Study keeping the Civic Center Park bathroom open 24 hours and providing additional public restrooms in the Telegraph and Downtown areas, and in other commercial districts in Berkeley.

8. Explore providing additional secure lockers and storage space for the homeless.

9. Study the feasibility of establishing short term shelter modeled after the SF Navigation Center which would provide short term housing for individuals who can’t or don’t want to access shelters because of possessions, partners, pets, or prior negative experiences. Ideally, people will stay 3-10 days to stabilize, rest, engage in intensive case management and identify a path whether it’s housing, treatment etc.

10. Study the feasibility of acquiring additional SRO housing or vacant rental properties to provide transition and permanent housing for the homeless.

11. Explore increasing funding to provide more Shelter Plus Care vouchers and case workers to ensure that we maximize federal housing dollars coming to Berkeley.

12. Prioritize housing funds (federal funds and Housing Trust Fund) for transitional and permanent supportive housing, with particular emphasis for chronic homeless and transition age youth populations.

13. Increase General Fund allocations for existing homeless services to reverse years of funding cuts.

14. Ensure 24-access to shelters or services that offer alternatives to living on sidewalks and in public spaces. Ensure better access to services that address basic needs of homeless persons in order to reduce visible homelessness and transition people off city streets and into housing.

15. Require the issuance of a warning first before any citation or arrest is made for violation of quality of life laws (obstruction of sidewalks, too many possessions on sidewalk, 2 or more stationary dogs etc.)

16. Refer to the budget process extending transition-aged youth shelter hours beyond winter months.

1. Ordinance preventing panhandling within 10 feet of a parking pay station (akin to our ATM ordinance).
2. Review ordinances other cities use to address public urination/defecation and return with recommendations for implementation; ensure public restrooms are available and well-publicized. Involve DART in exploring possible locations.

3. Ordinance preventing the placement of personal objects in planters, tree wells, or within 3 feet of a tree well.

4. Ordinance preventing lying on planter walls or inside of planters.

5. Ordinance preventing deployment of bedding, tenting, sleeping pads, mattresses, blankets, etc., on sidewalks and plazas from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

6. Ordinance preventing personal items from being affixed to public fixtures including poles, bike racks (except bikes), planters, trees, tree guards, newspaper racks, parking meters and pay stations. Pet-leases exempt only as not prohibited in BMC 10.12.110.

7. Ordinance preventing unpermitted cooking on public sidewalks.

8. Survey business districts to determine adequacy of enforcement of current ordinances; develop an action plan for consistent enforcement as needed.

9. Clarify if “no trespass” signs on private property extend to sitting against buildings.

10. Assess adequacy of six-foot right-of-way to enable sufficient pedestrian and wheelchair passage particularly in high-traffic areas.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Unknown. Staff time will be involved in analyzing the costs and feasibility of implementing the proposed programs and policies. In addition the proposed programs require allocations from the General Fund or a reallocation of existing City resources. The proposal to extend parking meter enforcement times from Monday through Saturday to 8 pm in the Downtown and Telegraph areas could generate additional revenue to fund new services.

CONTACT PERSON:
Jesse Arreguiñ, City Councilmember, District 4  (510) 981-7140
1. For new members, Marian provided a summary of the origins of this subcommittee and what we already discussed at the first meetings.

2. Marian will continue to monitor the Downtown Public Benefits process as well as the Nexus Study that we will see when the public review document is released.

3. We still assume that Igor will educate the HAC about the Density Bonus policy as well as alert the HAC about any possible new policies.

4. Bren to complete analysis of the types of units and target groups that Berkeley has already subsidized in the City. This information will be helpful in formulating additional strategies.

5. New policy ideas to pursue (in addition to increasing HTF funds):
   - **Ways to Increase Housing Supply with New Construction:**
     
     Recommend changes to zoning code, for example by not requiring additional parking for accessory dwelling units, in order create more accessory units in areas that have good connectivity (walking, transit, biking) Kate will follow-up on this strategy.
   - **Make Homeownership More Affordable:**
     
     (a) Adopt a policy for low- and moderate-income homeowners (where needed) that allows for property tax deferment until property is sold or changes title. This policy will help homeowners who are experiencing difficulties in paying their mortgages by reducing other homeownership costs. Heidi will explore this strategy.

     (b) Work with condo developers to obtain an authorization for buyers to obtain FHA loans. This would allow buyers to purchase condos and pay lower down payments and lower interest rates. Likely to work best in smaller condo projects where HOA fees will be lower. How many smaller condo projects are in Berkeley? Heidi will explore this strategy.
(c) City Assisted Downpayment Assistance Program for First-Time homebuyers – Could Berkeley establish a program or partner with another public agency that already provides these loans and provide funds earmarked for Berkeley buyers? (No responsibility assigned at this time.)

(d) Encourage major employers in Berkeley to establish a downpayment assistance program for employees. (No responsibility assigned at this time.)

6. Affordable Housing Supply subcommittee will next meet on Friday afternoon, April 17th at 4 PM. Friday afternoons at this time are generally a good time for all subcommittee members to meet.
April 7, 2015

TO:       Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

FROM:    Housing Advisory Commission

SUBMITTED BY:  Bren Darrow, Chairperson, Housing Advisory Commission

RE:  Proposed Extension of the Affordable Housing Impact Fee Discount

At its April 2, 2015 meeting, the Housing Advisory Commission (HAC) discussed extension of the Affordable Housing Impact Fee Discount, proposed by Mayor Bates. Below represents the recommendation made by a majority of the Housing Advisory Commissioners. (M/S/C: xxx)

1) The original economic study upon which the fee is based was completed more than four years ago. Many of the assumptions in this original study would not necessarily apply today, since market conditions have changed. Both rents and construction costs have risen.

2) The discounted fee of $20,000 was intended to help development at a time when market conditions were sluggish. Since that time, housing starts have increased in strong market areas, including Berkeley’s.

3) Even if there were no major changes in market conditions, the fee was to be increased to keep pace with inflation. There have been no adjustments made to the original fee that was adopted at $28,000 and which was based on a 2010 study. Furthermore, the maximum fee that could have been adopted on the basis of the 2010 Study was actually higher than $28,000 (at $34,000).

4) The projected fiscal impact in the Council item description states “An estimated minimum of $2,000,000 into the Housing Trust Fund” appears to be highly speculative. This minimum would amount to 100 market-rate units for which developers will pay the fee. The HAC is not presented with any information to suggest that developers will, in fact, elect to pay the fee on a total of at least 100 market-rate units that are currently in the pipeline for development.

Therefore, we do not support the proposed extension of the Affordable Housing Impact Fee Discount (currently set at $20,000) after its expiration date of April 15, 2015. After that date, the full fee amount of $28,000 should apply to new rental housing units.

The HAC has on two previous occasions (October 2014 and February 2013) objected to the lowering of this fee. The motion approved by the City Council at its October 7, 2014 meeting stated the following:
Action: Moved to Action Calendar. 13 speakers. M/S/C (Capitelli/Moore) to adopt Resolution No. 66,809-N.S. amending Resolution No. 66,015-N.S. to extend the affordable housing impact discount of $8,000 for six months to April 16, 2015 and the needed approval of the Zoning Adjustments Board to April 16, 2017, and directing staff to work with the Planning Commission and the Housing Advisory Commission to complete the Nexus study.

In addition, the comments made by the maker of the original motion at that meeting seemed to suggest that the intent of the motion is to extend the discount by six months or until a new nexus study is released, whichever comes first.

Rather than further extending the discount of the fee, the HAC would like the fee to revert back to the $28,000 level, which it has supported in the past. The HAC looks forward to advising the City Council in calculating an appropriate new fee once the revised nexus study is released.